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IMHERITAHOE OP CERTAIN SEED-COAT COLORS 
IH SOYBEANS (So.ia max) 
INTROBTJGTION 
The variation in color of the seed-coat foxmd 
in varieties of soybeans is probably surpassed only by 
the variation in the corolla color of a few of otir orna­
mental flowers* Since varieties and strai:^ of soybeans 
are largely identified by the color of their seed-coats, 
it is of no small consequence to the plant improver to 
learn as much as possible as to how these different color 
types and patterns are inherited. Some work on this prob­
lem had been published by different investigators prior 
to the time the writer took up this study in 1923. Since 
then other investigators have published their findings on 
seed-coat iiaheritance in soybeans. Tlie results obtained 
by the various workers have, however, been rather con­
flicting and in some cases have been based on few data, 
largely obtained in the Pg generation* It seems, then, 
that additional data on the inheritance of seed-coat color 
in soybeans should be of value in helping to clear up the 
now rather confusing problem* 
In taking up this study the writer originally 
planned to use several varieties, to make a large number 
M» Mr 
of crosses between them, and to sttidy progenies from 
these crosses throu^ the Pg and Fg generations. Over 700 
crosses were attempted between some 20 different varieties. 
Owing to the extreme difficulty encotintered in hybridizing 
soybeans, the original plans have to a considerable degree 
been abandoned* However, during the progress of the work 
the writer has been able to make a rather extensive study 
of a few crosses which involve some interesting genetic 
relationships. Most of these relationships have been re­
ported by previous workers and though their findings are 
considerably different^ their work throws considerable 
li^t on the problem and will be discussed along with the 
data presented in this paper. 
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PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS 
A number of investigators have made genetic 
studies in soybeans. Their findings have been summar­
ized by Owen (6). Detailed discussion of the work of each 
of these investigators, therefore, need not be taken up in 
this paper, but closely related work will be discussed 
wherever, it has a direct bearing on the problem in hand. 
Hagai (2) in a rather extensive study of the in­
heritance of anthocyanin and brov/n pi^nents of Glycine soja 
was first to attempt a grouping of soybeans according to 
their color types. Later Piper and Morse (7) and Owen (6) 
have made similar but somewhat different groupings. 
Nagai in his paper states that there are two 
chromogenic substances, P and P, which contribute to col­
or in the seed-coat of soybeans. He further states that 
these chromogenic substances can be detected in immature 
seed of all color types except green and yellow. In 
green and yellow types, P and F were found only to a 
slight degree. In all other color types P was found in 
abundance but in many cases F was absent or nearly so. 
The exact chemical composition of these chromogenic 
substances was not determined but they were con­
sidered to be certain flavones, flavonals and their 
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glucosides. By reduction and the fonoation of complex 
salts they were thou^t to give the anthocyanin pigments 
of different hues. By oxidation, condensation and poly-^ 
merization the phlohaphenes were produced. The purple 
and blue pigments (commonly classed as black) were classed 
as anthocyanins, the brown and reddish-browns as phloba-
phenes• 
In his genetic studies, ^ agai was able to show 
that two factors, G and R, were necessary for the foriaa-
tion of a black seed-coat* With c, the recessive allelo-
morjAi or C, and R the color was a dilute-black, which Hagai 
called imperfect-black* With r, the recessive allelo­
morph of R, and C present the color was brown. When 
both recessives, c and r, were present the color was a 
li^t-brown which Nagai called buff» A third factor, o, 
was used to explain the inheritance of a reddish-brown 
pigment. The dominant allelomorph, 0, caused the light-
brown pigment found in many varieties of soybeans* A 
dominant inhibitor, I, suppressed or partially suppressed 
the black and brown pigments as well as the chromogenlc 
substances from which they arose, giving yellow or green 
colored beans. 
Woodworth (8) reported results of his studies 
with black and brown pigments in the hllum of yellow 
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seeded vai»ieties. Two factors^ B and H, were found to 
•be complementary and when present together gave a "black 
pigment. Either of these genes in the absence of the 
other as well as their double receasives gave a brown 
pigment. A complete linkage was found to exist between 
H and T, the latter being a factor for tawny pubescence, 
Hagai and Saito (3) described three factors 
which influfflice the pignent formation in the seed-coat of 
soybeans. The factor, H, fully inhibits the formation 
of chromogenic substances in the seed-coat. Its recessive 
allelomorph^ h, has no effect. A second factor^ K, in­
hibits the black pigment so as to cause an eyebrow pat­
tern color to be produced while its recessive dlelomorph, 
k, has no effect. The third factor, ffi, was found to be 
responsible for mottling of the seed-coat. Its recessive 
allelomorph also has no effect. The factor, M, was found 
to be linked with P, a factor for glabrousness with ap­
proximately 18^ crossing over* When present with C, the 
dominant chromogen factor M caused a marked degree of 
mottling* When the recessive chromogen factor, c, was 
present, mottling was less apparent. These authors 
state that in plants with only the j?ecessive chromogenic 
factor mottled beans are often misjudged as non-mottled. 
Owen (6) has, as the result of a rather extensive 
study, reported somewhat different results. In his 
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studies, he has largely dealt with pigments and color 
types which have "been reported by previous worlisers, bit 
from his data Owen has found it advisable to raaJce several 
changes in their nomenclaturej also to diverge consider­
ably from their interpretation of the genetic relation­
ships between these different pigments. Instead of the 
restriction factors, H, I and K which Hagai and Saito 
have described, Owen has established four factors, 
1^, and i which form an allelomorphic series. With 
jh and favorable environmental conditions no black or 
brown pigment develops in either the seed-coat or hilum# 
With and a favorable environment black and brcwn pig­
ments are restricted to the hilum, has the same ef­
fect as the K factor, designated by Nagai and Saito (3), 
restricting the pigments to form the eyebrow pattern. 
The factor, i, has no restriction effect and when present 
self-colored seeds are produced. These I factors \Yere 
found to show dominance in the same order as given above. 
The i factor was recessive to all other genes of the 
series, and jEig were used to designate two independent 
genes for black pigment, was completely linked with T, 
the factor for tawny pubescence. In & particular cross, 
TQf recessive allelomorph to Rg, was found to be com­
plementary to W, a factor for purple flower color, to give 
imperfect-black seed-coat. In all but one of his crosses, 
Owen has found black seed-coat to be dominant to brown 
. 9 -
In this pai^icular cross. Incomplete dominance was ob­
served giving a 1:2:1 ratio. Owen also observed that the 
factor for tawny pubescence, T, played an important role 
in bringing out the intensity of the black and broysrn pig­
ments. 
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MATERIALS AHD METHODS 
In this study only varieties of soybeans with 
yellow., black and brom pigments in their seed-coats 
have been used. Ho crosses involving green seed-coat 
pigments are available. Most of the data used in this 
study were obtained from progenies of seeds of cross­
es turned over to the writer in the spring of 1923 by 
Professor John B. Wentz of the Department of Farm Cj»ops 
and Soils, Iowa Stat© College* Since that time the 
writer has added two crosses and two natural hybrids. 
In this investigation the progenies of 13 dif­
ferent crosses involving 8 different combinations of 
varieties and two natural hybrids have been studied. At 
the beginning of the investigation the writer realized 
the importance of verifying Pg results. It would have 
been desirable to use back crosses for su<di verification, 
but due to the difficulty involved in making such crosses 
It was necessary to use Pg and later generations. During 
the course of this study the writer has been able to ob-
seirve the genetic behavior of most of the crosses throu^ 
the Pg generation. One family in cross No. 5 has been 
grown throu^ the P4 generation. 
In order to avoid as far as possible any mixing 
or contamination, seeds from the P^ and Pg plants were 
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harvests and thrashed by hand# At the time of harvest­
ing, the seeds from each plant were put into separate 
envelopes and the envelopes numbered according to the row 
and plant number. All plants ©f progenies segregating 
for pubescence color were tagged several weeks before 
harvesting in order that pubescence and seed-coat relation­
ships could be studied. The plants were pulled by 
and tied into bandies# Individual plants were thrashed 
with a small thrashing machine and the seeds from each 
plant put into a numbered envelope. 
Probable errors for mono-hybrid ratios were 
taken frcan Tables of Probable Errors of Mendelian Ratios. 
Department of Plant Breeding, Cornell University. Tests 
for the goodness of fit for di- and tri-hybrid ratios were 
calculated from Pearson*s Tables for Statisticians and 
Biometricians. 1924. 
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IKmRITAKCE CF HILUM COLOR 
Sine© the color of the pigments in the seed-
coat is always the same as the pigment color of the hilum, 
it seems best to begin the discussion of seed-coat in­
heritance by analyzing the data obtained on hilum color. 
Y/oodworth (8) reported data on the inheritance 
of black and brown hilum colors* Black hilum color was 
reported as being dominant to brom. To explain his data^ 
It was necessary to assume two factors, B and H. Mien 
both factors were present in the zygote the hilum color 
was black* If either B or H was absent^ • replaced by the 
recessive allelomorph, the hilum color v/as brown; thus a 
9 to 7 ratio was obtain^. Individuals without either 
B or H, but containing their recessive allelomorphs, b 
and h, could not be distinguished from those having only 
one of the dominant factors. In all other cases thus 
far reported the inheritance of hilum color has been ex­
plained by assuming a single factor difference. 
In the present studies 4 crosses which involve 
hilum color have been obtained. Data for these crosses 
are presented in Table 1 • 
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Table 1, F2 progenies from crosses be­
tween varieties of soybeans having 
black and brown hilums. 
Cross 
• • 
'•  •  
Black;Brown: 
hiliim :hilum f To tal 
• 
• 
:Devia-
: tion 
« 
• 
:P.E. 
:!bevia 
:tion 
• P .E. 
Ho. 83 Ogemaw X Black 
Eyebrow 59 15 74 3.50 2.51 1.39 
Ho. 113-1 Ito San X 
Manchu 56 17 73 1.25 2.50 0.50 
Ko. 113-2 Ito San X 
Manchu 61 16 77 3.25 2.56 1.27 
Ko. 185-1 Ito San X 
Black Eyebrow 54 19 73 0.75 2.50 0.30 
Ho. 183-2 Ito San X 
Black Eyebrow 53 24 77 4.75 2.56 1.86 
Ho. 527 Ito San X 
Maiidiu 9 4 13 0.75 1.05 0.71 
Total observed 
Expected 3tl 
292 
290.25 
95 
96.75 
387 1.75 5.75 0.30 
In cross Ko« 83 (Ogemaw X Black Eyebrow) the 
female plant bore self-colored, reddish-brown seeds with 
brown hilums. The male parent bore patterned seeds with 
a brown ground color and a saddle of black covering a 
greater portion of each side, the hiltim being black. 
Seeds on the plants were patterned like the male par­
ent. Likewise the hiliuas were black. Two plants were 
obtained from this cross. The data from both plants are 
presented together. From the P2 seeds, those grown on the 
Fj^ plants, 74 Fg plants were obtained. Of these 59 bore 
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seeds with black hiluras and 15 seeds with brown hllims. 
The deviation of this ratio from the theoretical 3:1 is 
3.50 + 2.51. 
In cross Ho. 113 (Ito San X Manchu) two 
plants were obtained, 113-1 and IIS-S. In this cross both 
parents had yellow seed-coats. The color of the hilum on 
the seeds of the female parent was brown and that the 
male parent black# Pure lines of both parents bore seeds 
which were eixtremely mottled, the color of the mottling 
always being the same as the color of the hilum. The 
seeds borne on the plants were yellow with black hl-
lums and black mottling over the sides. The mottling on 
the seeds of the plants was not nearly so marked as on 
the seeds of the pure line parents or on the seeds of tbe 
F2 plants. From the Fg seeds of plant Ko. 113-1, 73 Fg 
plants were produced, 56 having yellow seeds with black 
hilirms and 17 yellow seeds with brown hllums. From the 
Fg seeds of plant Ho^ 113-2, 77 Fg plants were obtained. 
Of these, 61 were yellow with black hilums and 16 yellow 
with brown hilums. The deviations from the expected 3:1 
ratio were 1.25 + 2.50 for plant Ho. Il3-1 and 3.25 2.56 
for plant Ko. 113-2. In both crosses, deviations as large 
as those noted may be due to random sampling. It may be 
well to state here that, in this cross, more or less 
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mottling was observed on practically every Pg plant, the 
color of the mottling always being the same as the color 
of the hilum. 
Both parents in cross Ho# 183 (Ito San X Black 
Eyebrow) have been described above# Two plants were 
obtained from this cross. The plants bore yellow 
seeds which were mottled with black# Likewise the hilum 
color was black# Prom the Pg seeds of plant 183-1, 73 Fg 
plants were obtained# Of these, 54 bore seeds with black 
hilnms and 19 seeds with brown# Prom the Pj plant 183-2, 
77 Fg plants were produced, 53 of which had seeds with 
black hiltims and 24 seeds with brown. The deviations 
from the exi)ected 3:1 ratio in Family 183-1 was 0#75 + 
2«50 and in 183-2, 4ff5 ^  2#56. In neither case are the 
deviations too large to be attribubed to chance. 
The parents used in cross Ho# 527 (Ito San X 
Hanchu) were the same as those in cross No# 113. Only 13 
Fg plants were obtained frcaa this cross# Of these, 9 bore 
seeds with yellow seed-coats and blaek hilums and 4 yellow 
seeds with brown hiltmis# Pure lines of both parents when 
grown in the field bore mottled seeds as did the parents 
for cross Ho# 115# Very little mottling occurred on the 
seeds of the P^ and Pg plants# This was probably due to 
the fact that these plants were grown in the greenhouse 
whei»e excessive mottling seldom occurs# 
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When all of the data for the above crosses are 
taken together, 292 plants produced seeds with black hi-
l-ums ard 95 produced seeds with brown hilums. The 
theoretical numbers for a 3:1 ratio are 290.25 plants 
bearing seeds with black hilums and 96.75 bearing seeds 
with brown hilums. The deviation from the theoretical 
ratio is 1.75 + 5.75. 
The data on the inheritance of hiliua color in 
the above crosses can, therefore, be explained by a 
single factor difference. It may be well, however, to 
state here that in the above crosses some of the parents 
were self-colored but in each case the hilum color was 
the same as the seed-coat color. 
In another cross No. 5 (Wisconsin Black X 
Mandarin) which is not included in Table 1, the relation­
ship between the hilm colors was found to be more in­
volved than in the crosses just discussed. In this 
cross there are two kinds of black pigments, one an in­
tense-black and the other a dilute-black. As will be 
shown in a later discussion there are two complementary 
factors ^ ^ch are responsible for the development of the 
intense-black pigment. lihen one of tlaese factors is ab­
sent the seed-coat or hilum color still has developed in 
it some anthocyanin (black) pigment. However, this latter 
color is not the one commonly spoken of as black but more 
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of a dilute or, aa it has been called, imperfect-black, 
Kagai (2) and Owen {6). In fact this dilute-black is of­
ten more nearly a brown than a black and for this reason, 
it is a matter of choice whether it be classed as black or 
brown* If the investigator chooses to classify the di-
lute-black seeds in the class with the different shades 
of brown, then the ratio between black and brown hilm 
becomes 9:V* In this connection it may be said that in 
varieties with yellow seeds, it is often difficult to 
really tell whether the hilnm color is a dilute-black 
or brown and in order to be certain it is often neces­
sary to resort to the acid test, i#e» drop seeds in a 
dilute solution of HCl, or to grow anotdier generation, 
According to the 9:7 classification, the observed numbers 
in this cross were 30 plants bearing seeds with black 
and 26 with brown hilums. The deviation from, a 9:7 
ratio was 1«50 S*50.« ' If the dilute-black is desig<!-
nated as black, then the ratio becomes a 3:1 instead of 
a 9s7# According to the latter classification 40 plants 
bearing seeds with black and 16 with brown hilums were 
obtained. !Ehe deviation from the expected 3:1 ratio 
was 2#00 t 2#19« With either classification the data 
conform closely enou^ to the expected. Whether the above 
relation^ip is the same as the one described by Woodworth 
•» 18 * 
(8) cannot Tae definitely determined without further inves­
tigation* There are, however, certain reasons, which 
lead one to "believe su<di is the case. These reasons are 
brought out in the discussion of factors, and Rg , in 
a later paragraph. 
Crosses Ho* 5, Ho* 83, and No* 183 were tested 
in the Pg generation. The remaining two crosses Kos^ 115 
and 527 were not tested further than the Pg but the class­
ification was not difficult and there is no reason to 
believe that P^ data frcaa these two crosses would have 
been different from those of the crosses which were 
tested. 
A total of 70 Pg plants from cross Ho. 83 were 
tested in the P . There were 14 of the 70 plants which 
5 
were classed in the Pg generation as having brown hilums. 
When tested in the P all bred true for brown hilum as 
5 
was e3spected« The remaining 56 of the 70 plants were 
classed in the Pg as having black hilums. For a single 
factor difference two-thirds of these ^ould segregate ac­
cording to a 3:1 ratio and one-third breed true for black 
hilum color. The ea^jected numbers for the above hy­
pothesis are 37.33 segregating for both black and brown 
hilums and 18.67 breeding true for black. The actual 
numbers observed were 13 breeding true for black hilum and 
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45 segregating in a 3:1 ratio. The complete F_ data 
o 
for this cross are shown in Table Ho* 9, 
Prom cross 183, 148 Pg plants were tested in 
the Pg* In the Pg generation 42 of these plants were 
classed as having hrown hilums and wtien tested in the P«. 
all bred true for brown hilum color. The remaining 106 
plants were classed as having black hilums. According to 
a single factor hypothesis we would expect to get 35.35 
breeding true for black hilimi and 70.67 segregating again 
into three black and one birown. The observed numbers wei*© 
36 breeding true for black hilum and 70 segregating in a 
3:1 ratio. With 106 plants the fit is as close as it 
is possible to obtain. The complete P^ data for this 
cross are shown in Table Ho. 10. 
A total of 56 plants from crosses Ho. 83 and Ho. 
183 which were classed in the Pg generation as having brown 
hilums were tested in the Pg. Prom these 56 Pg plants 
4062 Pg plants were grown, all of whidi had brown as 
was ej^ected. 
In the same two crosses, 162 plants which were 
tested in the P„ generation were classed in the P^ as hav-
o 2 
ing black hilum color. Of these, 49 bred true for black 
hilum and 113 segregated. On the basis of a single factor 
difference two-thirds or 108 of the Pg plants should have 
segregated and one-third or 54 bred true. The deviation 
- 20 -
from theory is 5:00 + 4.04. 
Prom tho 49 F2 plants "breeding true for black 
hilum, 3S88 Pg plants^ all of which bore seeds with black 
hilums, were produced* A total of 8197 P plants were 
o 
grown from the 113 Fg plants which segregated* Of the 
8197 Pg plants, 6147 bore seeds with black hilums and 
2050 with brown. The deviation from theory was only 
0.75. 
Prom cross No. 5 there v/ere 51 Pg plants which 
were tested in the Pg generation. Considering this 
cross as segregating for a 9:7 ratio, 23 of these plants 
were classified as having brown hilums and 28 as having 
black, (With this classification imperfect-black pig­
ments were classed as browns.) Prom the 23 plants 
classed as having brown hilums 1058 Pg plants, all of 
whicdi bore seeds with brown hilums, were produced. Prom 
the 28 Pg plants classed as having black hilums, on the 
basis of cwaipMentary factors for black pi^ent, it would 
be expected that 3.11 would breed true for black, 12.44 
should give an approximate 3:1 ratio of blacks to browns 
and 12.44 segregate as the original P^ , 9 blacks to 7 
browns. The data show that 4 Pg plants bred true, 12 
segregated in a 3:1 ratio and 12 in a 9:7. No closer fit 
to theory could be obtained witii 28 plants. Prom the four 
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Fg plants^ 311 Fg plants were produced all "bearing seeds 
with black hilums. From the 12 Fg plants segregating in 
a 3:1 ratio, 429 F^ plants were produced* Gf these, 311 
bore seeds with "black hilums and 118 with "brown hiliams. 
The deviation from the expected numbers for a 3:1 ratio 
was 11 •75 + 6.05• The 12 Fg plants segregating in a 9:7 
ratio produced 739 F„ plants, 440 of which bore seeds 
with black hilums and 299 with brown hilimis. The de­
viation from the expected in this case is 24,32 + 9,10« 
Considering the plants bearing seeds with im­
perfect-black pigment as having black hilums, then, in­
stead of a 9:7 ratio as just discussed a 3:1 ratio would 
b«? expected. With such a classification, instead of 23 
of the 51 Fg plants tested only 14 had brown hilxims and 
37 had black. The 14 Fg plants bred true, producing 734 
F„ plants ?aaich bore seeds with brown hilxms. Out of the 
3 
37 Fg plants with black hilums 14 bred true and 23 segre­
gated In a 3:1 ratio. With a 3:1 hypothesis, one-third of 
the 37 or 12,33 plants were expected to breed true and 
two-thirds or 24,67 segregate in a 3:1 ratio. The devia­
tion frciai the oaq>e<sted here is 1,66 + 1,93, From the 14 
non-segregating Fg plants with black hilums 618 Fg plants 
bearing seeds with black hiliims were produced. From the 
23 segregating Fg plants 1185 Fg plants were obtained. Of 
- 22 -
these 877 hore seeds with black and 308 with brown hi« 
Ims. The deviation from the expected is 11.75 + 10.05. 
!i?he complete data for this cross are recorded in 
Table 8. 
Prom the data which have been presented it ia 
clear that in the case of crosses 83, lis, 183 and 527 
the inheritance of black and brown colors in the hil-um 
can be explained on a single factor basis. In cross No. 
5, the number of factors necessary to explain the data 
will depend upon whether or not the imperfect-black 
color is classed as black or brown. The author prefers 
the 9:7 classificatiicm because the imperfect-black 
thou^ containing considerable anthocyanin pigment comes 
more nearly being a brom color than a black. The 9:7 
classification also shows that there is really a comple­
mentary action of two genes to give ishat is most generally 
recognized as black color. 
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IHHERITAHCE OP SEED-COAT COLORS 
In these studies crosses have been made be­
tween varieties which Involve different color combina­
tions, In order to present the results more clearly it 
is thought advisable to present the data for these differ­
ent color combinations separately* 
Grosses Involving Light and Reddish-Brown Seed-coats 
Nagai (2) has reported results of crosses be­
tween li^t and reddish-brown varieties of soybeans. His 
data i^ow that reddish-brown is recessive to the lifter-
brown color. A single factor^ 0, was responsible for the 
difference* 
The writer has been able to gather considerable 
data on the inheritance of these two colors from recipro­
cal crosses between the Ogemaw and Soysota varieties. The 
Ogemaw variety has a reddish-brown seed-coat with a more 
or less dull appearance. The Soysota variety^ on the 
other hand, has a li^t-brown seed-coat with a more or 
less glossy appearance. seeds from these crosses^ re­
gardless of the way the crosses were made, were more or 
less intermediate between the two parents in color. They, 
however, more nearly approached the shade of the lighter 
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eolored parent.. The Pg plants appeared to show the 
three classes - li^t, intermediate and reddish-brown 
colors - suggesting Incomplete daminance. The Fg plants 
were classified into the three classes thou^ consMer-
able difficTilty was experienced in separating the light-
brown from the Intermediate class* Ko difficulty was 
experienced, however, in separating the reddish-broBrn 
class. A large number of the Pg plants were tested in 
the Pg generation. The segregation observed in the Fg 
showed that many of the Pg plants classified as li^t-
brown were heterozygous; also that many of the Pg 
plants classified as being Intermediate failed to segre­
gate as expected for the reddish-brown color# Thus, the 
Pg results showed the fallacy of trying to separate the 
ligjit-bromt from the intermediate class. With a re­
classification, that is grouping the light and inter­
mediate classes together, there were obtained from all 
of the crosses between these two varieties 472 Fg plants 
wilSh light-brown seeds ani 149 with reddii^-brown seeds. 
A total of 621 plants were observed. The deviation 
from the expected SJI ratio was 6.25 ^  7.28» Kie de­
tailed data are presented in Table 2. 
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Table Sfs Pg progenies fr&m crosses be­
tween varieties ; of i sojT^bsans having 
lig^t and reddish-bpoiifti seed-coats# 
:Light:Reddi ah: ;Devia-: tPevia-
Cross ibroTO: brown :Total:tion :P,E.:tion 
»p j.' 
No. 50-1 Soysota X 
Ogemaw 61 22 83 1.25 2.66 0.47 
Ho. 50-2 Soysota X 
Ogemaw 63 22 85 0.75 2.69 G.29 
Ho* 64-1 Ogemaw X 
Soysota 62 23 85 1.75 2.69 0.65 
Ho. 64-2 Ogemaw X 
Soysota 65 25 90 2.50 2.77 0.90 
Ho. 65-1 Ogemaw X 
Soysota 51 15 66 1.50 2.37 0,63 
Ho. 65-2 Ogemaw X 
Soysota 63 11 74 7.50 2.51 2.99 
Ho. 7S-1 Ogemaw X 
Soysota 54 14 68 3.00 2.41 1.24 
Ho. 73-*2 Ogemaw X 
Soysota 53 17 70 0.50 2.44 0.20 
Total observed 472 149 - 621 6.25 7.28 0.86 
Expected 3:1 465.75 155.25 
As previously stated, a large number of the Pg 
plants from the crosses between the two varisties Ogemaw 
and Soysota were tested in the Pg generation. Prom cross 
No. 50, there were 59 Pg plants tested, from cross Ho. 64, 
97, and from cross Ho. 65, 147, making a total of 306 Pg 
plants tested in the Pg* Of these Pg plants tested, con-q 
aidering all crosses together, 60 were classified as having 
reddish-brown seed-coats in the Pg generation. The remain­
ing were classified as having light-brown seed-coats. Prom 
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the 60 Pg plants classed as having reddish-hrown &eed^ 
2160 Fg plants were grown all of istoich had reddlah-larown 
seed-coats• On the basis of a single factor hypothesis 
81 of the 243 P2 plants classed as having li^t-brown 
seed-coats should breed true and 162 segregate again for 
3 light-brovm to 1 reddish-brown.. The actual counts were 
81 breeding true and 162 segregating, an exact fit. Prom 
the 81 Pg plants showing no segregation 2771 Fg plants 
were grown. Prom the 162 Pg plaits which segregated, 6192 
Pg plants were obtained. Of these, 4688 were of the light-
brown color and 1504 were reddish-brown. The deviation 
from the expected 3:1 ratio is 44,W + 20.00. Here the 
ratio between the deviation and its pi*obabl6 error is 
rather high but the facts that an exact fit was obtained 
in the progeny test and a fairly close fit in the Pg 
indicate the hypothesis to be correct. 
A Gross Involving Varieties with Blade and Brown 
Seed-Coats• 
Piper and Morse (7) reported black to be dom­
inant to brown. A single factor difference explained 
their data. Owen (6) reported on the inheritance of black 
and brown seed-coat colors. In one case his data con­
formed to the findings of Piper and Morse, In this 
cross black was found to be fully dominant to brown and 
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the assumption of a single factor diffe2?ence sufficed to 
explain his data« In a second case the behavior was 
found to be quite diffez^nt* Bata taken froai a natural 
hybrid showed lnc<Miq)lete dominance of black over brown» 
Ah intermediate class which was black and speckled with 
brown was observed. Further breeding ^owed these 
intermediate classes to be heterozygous* 
The writer has been able to obtain but one 
cross involving these two colors, cross Ho» 502 (V/is-
consin Black X Soysota), Seeds bome on the plant 
were fully black. Only 13 ?£ plants were obtained. Of 
these 9 were black ani 4 were brown. The deviation, from 
the expected 3:1 ratio was 0.75 + 1.05. The results can, 
therefore, be explained on the basis of a siJigle pair of 
factors, black being dominant over brown. 
Crosses Involving Varieties Having Yellow 
and Black Seed-coats 
In iJiis work the author has been able to ob­
tain data on three crosses between varieties having yel­
low ana black seed-coats. Gross No. 206 (Manchu X Wis­
consin Black) and cross No. 407 (Blanchu X Wilson) are 
very sliailar and may be discussed together. In these 
two crosses the female parents are from the same variety. 
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Manchu# Piire lines from the female parent of each cross 
were grown and as far as seed-coat color is concerned could 
not be distinguished, the seed-coat color heing in each 
case yellow, mottled with black. The male parent in 
each cross bore black seeds* There was, however, con­
siderable difference in their habit of growth.. The 
Wisconsin Black parent stood erect and v;as more or less 
bushy while the parent from the Wilson variety was of a 
reclining type and showed a tendency to be more or He ss 
viny. seeds from both varieties were yellow, mot­
tled with black, similar to the seeds of the pure lina 
female parents. In the Pg generation from cross Ho, 
206, 45 plants were obtained. Of these, 34 were 50How, 
mottled with black, though to varying degrees, and 11 
were self-black. On the basis of a 3:1 ratio, the de­
viation from the expected was 0.25 + 1.96. In the Pg 
generation from cross 407, 122 plants bearing seeds vAiich 
were yellow^ mottled with black and 37 which were self-
black were obtained, a total of 159 plants. In this 
cross the deviation from the expected 3:1 ratio was 
2.75 + 3.68. When both crosses were considered to-
gether there were 204 ?£ plants. Of theso» 156 bor© 
seeds which were ysllow, mottled with black ani 48 seeds 
v/hich were self-blacks The deviation from the expected 
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5:1 ratio was 3:00 ^  4«17, The F2 data for these cross­
es are presented in Table 3, A single factor differ­
ence will explain these data* 
In cross Wo. 5 (Wisconsin Black X Mandarin) 
quite different resiilts were obtained, Owen (6) has re­
ported data from combinations very similar to this cross. 
In certain of his crosses the Mandarin variety but not 
the Wisconsin Black was used. Data presented by Owen 
showed that three factors were involved in his cz»osses. 
The phenotypes which are being reported in this study 
were also reported by Owen, which indicates that the 
crosses were genetically alike. The female parent of 
this cross had tawny pubescence and bore self-colored 
bliack seeds. The male parent had gray pubescence and 
bore yellow seeds, mottled with a buff-pigment. The 
plant had tawny pubescence and produced seeds which were 
yellow, mottled with black. In the Pg generation eight 
different phenotypes were produced in a population of 56 
plants, which suggested three factors to be involved. 
The number of plants secured in each of the phenotypes to­
gether with the number expected are presented in Table 3, 
The values of X^, 2.720, and of P, 0,906, incU cate a much 
better fit than would ordinarily be obtained with only 56 
Fg plants. In fact, as will be shown later, it is a much 
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bettor fit than was obtained from more than three times 
the number of. individuals in the Pg generation which were 
progenies of Pg plants with apparently the same genetic 
constitution as the 
Table 5, Pg progenies from crosses between varieties 
of soybeans having yellow and black seed coats. 
Gross 
Tawny pubescence 
Mottle tadfr colored; Mottled' 
; j-mper-; 
Gr^ pubescence 
J beir-colored. 
Yellow: Yellow: rfect : :fect 
black :brown::Black:Brown;black ;Buff jblack :Buff 
No» 206 Meuichu X Wisconsin 
Black 34 
No. 407 Manchu X Wilson 122 
Total observed 156 
Expected 5:1 155 
Deviation + 3 
11 
37 
48 
51 
- 3 
P*E.s 4*17 
No. 5 Wisconsin Black X 
Handarln 24 9 64 6 24 INsS 
Expected 27:9:9:3:9:3:3:1 23.625 7.875 7.8';52.625 7.875 2.625 2.625 0.875X^s:2.720 
Differences +0.375 +1.125 -1.875A 375 *1,875-0.625-fl..375 +0.125 P=0,906 
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In 03?der to prove the data, progeny tests 
were made of 51 of the P2 plants. The complete P3 data 
for the progeny tests are presented in Table 8» Table 
5 shows the assumed genotypes for the Fq plants, to­
gether with the observed and expected numbers of each 
when grouped according to their breeding behavior. The 
data conform closely to the theoretical though three of 
the eajpected genotypes were not obtained. However, with 
51 individuals and 27 different classes, the distribution 
is considered a very good fit. The values of X^and P 
are 25,227 and 0*506, respectively. In order to submit 
the data to a more critical test 56 Pg plants from Pg 
plant Ko, 12, Table 8, which segregated like the P^ 
were tested in the greenhouse during the winter. Data 
on the breeding behavior of this family of plants 
should be equivalent to the data on the breeding be­
havior of the Pg plants* Adding these 56 P3 plants to 
the 51 Pg plants tested makes a total of 107 plants 
which were submitted to the progeny test. With the 107 
plants all the assumed genotypes were obtained, though 
from the 56 Pg plants three expected genotypes were not 
produced* These three, however, were not the same as 
the three not obtained in the Pg generation. The value 
of for the 107 plants was 27,305 and for P, 0,394, 
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The P value here was no larger than for the FQ distribu­
tion, The probable errors and P values were detenniiBd 
for the total of the plants in each class of th.e 27 
genotypes which segregated* By referring to Table 8, it 
will be noted. Table 8B> that the deviations from a 3:1 
ratio when compared with their probable errors are in no 
case too large to be considered as due to other influences 
than random sampling. Also, in Table 80 the P values 
thou^ not hi^ indicate good fits for a 9:3:3:1 ratio. 
On the other hand, the P value (0.026) in table 8D is low, 
indicating a poor fit for a trihybrid ratio. Just why 
the P value here is so low as ccai^ared with the P value 
for the same distribution in the Fg cannot be explained 
satisfactorily. It will be observed, however, that the 
yellow-brown class is the one deviating the most. Turn­
ing to Table 3 for the Pg distribution, it is noted that 
the number of plants in this class, though a little hi^, 
is not excessive. In looking over data presented by 
Owen (6) on similar crosses the number of plants in this 
class does not seem to be excessive. It it thou^t, 
therefore., that ttie deviation here is due to chance. 
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Grosses Involving Eyebrow Color Pattern 
The inheritance of eyebrow color pattern has 
been reported by Nagai and Saito (3) and by Owen (5 and 
6), Hagai and Saito reported this color pattern to be 
due to a restriction factor, K, which inhibits or re­
stricts the black color from developing uniformly over 
the seed-coat* Owen changed the nomenclature sli^tly. 
IThe restriction or inhibiting factor was retained but put 
over into his multiple allelomorphic, I, series and 
called This factor was reported to be dominant to 
the i factor which gives self-black or brown colors, but 
recessive to and factors for yellow. 
The writer has been able to obtain two differ­
ent crosses which involve the eyebrow pattern factor. In 
cross Ho. 83 (Ogemaw X Black i^ebrow) the Ogemaw is a self-
colored reddish-brown variety. The Black Eyebrow has a 
brown ground color with a saddle of black over the sides. 
The plants bore seeds like the Black Eyebrow parent. 
In the Pg, four different color types were observed: the 
black eyebrow, brown eyebrow, self-black and self-brown. 
With these four different color types it is evident that 
two factors are involved. A total of 74 Pg plants was ob­
tained. For a dihybrid ratio with 74 individuals, the 
following numbers are expected: 41.625:13.875:13.875:4.625. 
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The observed ratio was 39:11:20 ;4. The value for this 
distribution is 3#55 and the P value 0,32» In a second 
crossy No. 183, (Ito San X Black Eyebrow) involving the 
eyebrow pattern color, two plants were obtained ladiieh 
were given the numbers 183-1 and 183-2. The Ito San 
parent had a yellow seed-coat, a brown hiltun and was mot­
tled to a considerable extent. The Black Eyebrow parent 
has already been described above. The plants from 
these crosses were yellow, mottled with black. In the Pg 
generation, four color types were observed: yellow, mot­
tled with black, yellow, mottled with brown, black eyebrow 
pattern and brown eyebrow pattern. It is evident that in 
this cross one of the two factors is the same as in cross No. 
83 and the other one d ifferent. Considering the Pg data 
from the two P^ plants (183-1 and 183-2) together there were 
150 Pg plants obtained. Por this number of plants, with 
two pairs of factors involved, the expected ratio is 844 375: 
28.125:28.125:9.375. The actual ratio was 82:28:25:15. 
With the exception of the last class represented by the 
brown eyebrow pattern type which is a little high the 
numbers conform well to the expected. The values for X^ 
and P in this cross are 3.795 and 0.288, respectively. 
The Pg data for these crosses are presented in Table 4. 
Table 4, Pg progeny from crosses between varieties of 
soybeans which, involved the eyebrow pattern factor 
:Eyebrow pattern : Self color : Mottled 
:'2ellow:yellow:-
: blacks brown: Black : Brown j Black :Brown Cross 
I 
Total? 
Ho* B3»l Ogemaw X 
Black Eyebrow 
Ho# 85-2 Ogemaw X 
Black Eyebrow 
Total 
Expected 9:3:3:1_ 
Differences 
23 
16 
6 8 
12 
39 
35 
39 11 20 4 74 
41,625 13,875 13,875 4,625 
- 5,655^ &.S7S +6.1^5 -0,6g5 
X'^8 3*551 
P = 0,320 
Ho, 183-1 Ito San X 
Black Eyebrow 43 10 
Ho, 183-2 Ito San X 
Black Eyebrow 39 18 
11 
14 
9 
6 
73 
77 
Total 82 28 25 15 150 
Expected 9:3:3:1 84,375 28,125 28,125 9,375 
Differences - S.375 -0,1S5 -fe.l'S'5 +5,625 
X2 =: 
P = 
3,795 
0,288 
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In order to teat these crosses furtbsr, P-z 
' o 
plants were grown fvasn. 70 of the Pg plants in cross No. 
83 and from 148 P2 plants in cross Uo, 183. The com­
plete data for the P^ generation in these crosses are 
given in Tables 9 and 10, Tables 6 and 7 show the aa-
stimed genotypes for the Pg plants together with the ob­
served and expected numbers of each when grouped accord­
ing to their breeding behavior» By referring to Table 6 
for cross No. 83, it is noticed that the class heterozy­
gous for self-black contains an excess of the Pg genotypes. 
By comparing these data with data for the same cross in 
Table No. 4, it is noticed that the number of P^ plants 
with black seed-coata is also larger than expected. Since 
all but two plsaits in this group were tested, an excess 
of the segregating self-black plants would be expected. 
The value of for the Pg genotypic distribution is 
9,929 and the value for P is 0.271« 
By observing Table 9B it will be noted that the 
deviations from a 3tl ratio for each of the classes seg­
regating for one pair of factors when compared with their 
probable errors are not too high f or good fits. In Table 
9C the value for for all the Pg plants segregating as 
in the Pj^ is 1,792 and the value for P is 0.62, Both the 
data for the Fg and P^ generations indicate th^t two 
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IndepenicUant factors are operative In producing the observed 
results* 
By referring to fable cross Ho, 183, it is 
observed that the phenotypic ratio for the plants ap-
prcaches very closely to tti© expected, I9ie values for 
2 
X and P for this distribution are 9,269 and 0,421, re­
spectively* By referring to Table lOB it is observed 
that the deviations from a 3:1 ratio for each of the 
classes segregating for one pair of factors nflien compared 
to their probable errors are not too large for good fits. 
The data presented in Table IOC for Fg plants segregating 
as the show the value of (9,316) to be rather high and 
the value of P (0,026) raliier low, indicating a poor fit. 
It Is thought, however, since the data in the F„ generation 
fit Y/ell with the es^ected, and the breeding behavior of the 
Fg plants when tested in the F^ ^ ows a good fit, that these 
data can be explained on the basis of two independent factors. 
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DISCUSSlOU AHD IHTERPRETATION OP DATA 
In order to discuss the data clearly, it is 
thought best to first present the hypothesis and then 
apply it to the different combinations involved. 
Hypothesis Presented 
Thus far the writer has given attention to 
the presentation and validity of the data obtained in 
these studies» In the discussion which is to follow, 
the hypothesis and explanation will be presented. As 
has been previously stated, a number of workers, 
Kagal (2)^ Hagal and Saito (3), Woodworth (8) and Owen 
(5 and 6), have studied these pigment colors genetically. 
In looking over the work of each of these investigators, 
it has been observed that there are certain similarities 
in their results which may be mentioned, lagal (2) re­
ported studies of seed-coat inheritance from crosses in­
volving the pigments being discussed in this paper. 
According to his hypothesis two complementary factors, 
C and R, were responsible for the formation of black 
pigment, Ihen C and R were present togetbsr the color was 
black, when c and R were present the color was imperfect-
black, when C and r were present the color was brown and 
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uriien both receasives were present together the color was 
buff, Nagal and Saito (3) reported three inhibiting 
factors, H, I and K, which restrict black or brown pig­
ments. With H present no black or broim pigment de­
velops and the color is yellow or green., The factor I 
inhibits or restricts the black color to the hiliim, and 
K restricts the black color to the eyebrow pattern color 
type, Woodworth {8) in the study of black and brown 
pigments in the hilum observed two complementary factors 
for the inheritance of black and brown pigments. He 
designated his color factors as H and B, Owen (5 and 6) 
in (jiite an extensive study of soybean inheritance ob­
served two factors, R3_ and Rq, for black pigments. He, 
also, reported an allelomorphic series for the inhibiting 
factors which restrict the self-colored seed-coat. It 
cannot be definitely determined whether the factors re­
ported by the various workers are the same. There is, 
however, reason to believe that Woodworth* s H factor is 
the same as the R2 factor of Owen, sine© both have been 
found to be tightly linked with T, the factor for tawny 
pubescence. 
In the present paper data are presented vihicii 
show conclusively that black color is due to the com­
plementary action of two factors. It has also been ^ own 
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that there are two restriction factors, I and for the 
black and brom pigtaents. Since Owen's work is the more 
recent and his stiaiies more extensive it is thought best 
to use his symbols as far as is possible in explaining 
these data# Before taking up tiie explanation it is 
thought best to present the assumed gentypes used for 
all of the different crosses* Eiese are as follows: 
Genetic Combinations for all Crosses 
Wisconsin Black (ii X Mandarin 
{II RGTRGT ) 
Ogemaw (il RgTBgT) X Soyaota (ii r^^r^^ 
Black Eyebrow {1^1^ ^ Ogemaw 
(ii 
Manchu (II Rj^R^^ RgTRgT) X Ito San (II r^^r^^ 
Ito San (II r^^l ^ Black Eyebrow) 
(I^I^ R^Rj 
Manchu (II R2^R3_ R2TR2T) X Wisconsin Black 
(ii R^^R^^ 
Manchu (II R^^R^ X Wilson (ii R^R^^ 
Wisconsin Black (ii R^R^^ RgTRgT) X Soysota 
(ii 
Natural Hybrid (10){II r^^r^^ R2^R2T)X (II r^^r^^ rgtrgt)^ 
Natural Hybrid (31)(ii r^^r^ R2TR2T)X (II RgTRgT hi 
In the above hypothesis it is assaned that there 
is an allelomorphic series at the I locus# I is a re­
striction factor which must be present in all varieties 
with yellow seed-coats^ I^ is an allelomorph to I which 
The last two combinations were natupal hyT^yldw orri 
parents were unknown. The genetic ccanposition has been 
assumed from their breeding behavior. 
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restrlcta "blaclc ©r brown color so as to give the eyebrow 
col©r pattern* fhe factor, 1, is a recessive alleloino3?ph 
to both I and and nmst be present in order to get self-
colors of any kind. A second allelomorphic series in­
volves the aeries (%, r^^® and rj^)» causes the de­
velopment of anthocyanin pigments It is# also^ comple­
mentary to Rg giving the intense"»black color. With R^rg 
the color is imperfect-black* Gen© is recessive to R^^ 
and in the presence of R2 gives a li^t-brown color. In 
the presence of Pg the color is btiff. The factor is 
recessive to either Rj^ or r^^. When present with Rg it 
gives a rich reddish-brom pigment. Ho crosses involving 
have been observed, Rg is tightly linked witSb. 
5?^ a factor for tawny pubescenoe. 
Hypothesis Applied to Crosses Involving Yellow and 
Black Seed«iCoats 
m discussing the different relations which 
exist among th© different factors it is thought best to 
examine carefully the combinations represented by each of 
the different crosses. Since cross Ho. 5 (Wisconsih Black 
X Handarin) involves more of the factors than any of th© 
other crossea^ it seems advisable to open the discussion 
with this cross. Turning to the data presented in 
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Table 3 for this croas^ it is noted that the following 
eight different phenotypes were obtained: (1) plants with 
yellow-mottled-black seeds and tawny pubescence, (2) 
plants with yellow-mottled-imperfect-black seeds and gray 
pubescence, (3) plants with yellow-mottled-brown seeds and 
tawny pubescence, (4) plants with yellow-mottled-buff 
seeds and gray pubescence, (5) plants with self-black 
seeds and tawny pubescence, (6) plants with self-imperfect-
black seeds and gray pubescence, (7) plants with self-
brown seeds and tawny pubescence and (8) plants with self-
buff seeds and gray pubescence* 
To explain such a distribution one must assume 
that three factors are involved. By grouping the plants 
with mottled seeds into one class and the plants with 
non-mottled or self-colored seeds into another class, 
the ratio is 41:15« For a 3jl ratio one would expect 
42:14, the deviation from expected being 1,00 + 2,19, One 
factor,therefore, will explain the data for the mottled 
and self-colored types. If now the mottling is disre­
garded and only the color of the pigments considered, 
there are four different classes, blacky imperfect-black, 
brown and buff» These classes appear in the following 
proportions: 30:10tl3:3, On a dihybrid basis one would 
expect 31,5:10,5:10,5t3,5. The values of and P for 
this distribution are 1,40 and 0,81, respectively# The 
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correctness of the above classification is borne out by 
the breeding behavior of the Fg plants, as shown in 
Table a. 
Following the symbols used by Owen (6) I can be 
used as the factcxp to restrict the pigments to give yellow 
or yellow-mottled colors. and Rg are tised to designate 
the class with black pigment, and r^ to designate the 
xmperfect~black, r^^ and the brown and and rg tt© 
buff . By referring again to the eight genotypes above 
it will be noticed that all plants with black ani brown 
pigment colors have tawny pubescence and all plants with 
imperfect-black or btjff pigments have gray pubescence. 
Since Rg is also associated with black and brown pigments 
and its allelomorph rg is associated with imperfect-black 
and buff pigments, it follows that T, the factor for 
tawny pubescence, raast be very tightly linked v/ith Rg^ 
By assuming then that the f our factors, I, R^^, Rg, and T 
(Sg and T being completely linlced), which have been dis­
cussed above, are involved in this cross the F data id 
presented in Table S can well be explained. ?he interac­
tion of these different factors can best be understood by 
observing the theoretical phenotypic distribution below. 
27 I R. Rp T - Yellow, mottled with black - Tawny pub-
^ ^ escence 
9 I Rj rg t - Yellow, mottled with in5>erfect-black -
Gray pubescence 
9 I r_ H T - Yellow, mottled with brown - Tawny 
1 2 pubescence 
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3 I Pn Prt t - Yellow, mottled v/lth "buff - Gray 
^ ^ pubescence 
9 i Eg T - Self-Black - Tawny pubescence 
S i Rn rp t Self-Imperfect-black - Gray pub-
^ eacence 
S 1 r R T - Self-brown - OJawny pubescence 
1 2 
1 i r^ 3»g t - Self-buff - Gray pubescence 
Since all classes with Rg have tawny pubescence the question 
at once arises; why not assume that T instead of Rg is 
the complementary factor to R^ and that it also causes the 
development of tawny pubescence? Woodworth (8) discussed 
this point and concluded that such may be the case. Owen 
(6) has also noticed the apparent influence T has on the 
seed-coat color and assumes that T is identical or com­
pletely linked with the C factor described by Hagai (2) 
and Hagal and Saito (3) which acts in a complementary way 
with Rj^ to give black color* Just whether T is the only 
factor concerned or whether another factor Rg completely 
linked with T is responsible for intensifying the anthoc-
yain pigment to black has not yet been determined. How­
ever, it seems that since varieties with black seed-coat 
and gray pubescence are known. Piper and Morse (7), it is 
more satisfactory to assume an hypothesis based on two 
factors which here are apparently completely linked, but 
which may occasionally cross over to give rise to the 
varieties with a black seed-coat and gray pubescence. 
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Turning now to the varieties used in this 
cross it is necessary to recall their phenotypes in order 
to formulate their genetic constitutions. The female 
parent {V/isconsin Black) bore self-colored black seeds 
and had tawny pubescence* Its genotype then was ii 
RgTRgT, because to be self-colored it must contain i, to 
be black it must contain and Rg and to have tawny 
pubescence it must contain T« The male parent (Mandarin) 
had gray pubescence and bore seeds vifhich were yellow, 
mottled with buff. Its genotype then was II r^r^^ r2trgt, 
because to have the yellow color it must contain the re­
striction factor I, and in order to have the buff pigment 
it must contain r-j^ and rg and to have gray pubescence it 
must contain t^ Ti/ith the above assumed genotypes for 
each of the parental plants, all the phenotypes which 
appeared in the Fg generation can be accounted for, and 
the Pg data conform well to the e3q)ectation« Table 5 
shows the genotypes of 51 of the Pg plants grouped accord­
ing to their breeding behavior in the P^ generation. 
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Table 5» Genotypes of P2 plants as shown 
their breeding behavior in the Pg 
feneration. Cross No. 5 Wisconsin Black ii RiRi R2TO2T) X Mandarin (II r^rj^ Tgtrgt) 
Gtenotype 
of 
'Fp. Plants 
1 
2 
2 
2 
4 
4 
2 
2 
4 
1 
2 
2 
II 
II 
II 
Ii 
II 
Ii 
4 II 
8 II 
1 II 
2 II 
2 Ii 
4 Ii 
1 II 
II 
II 
Ii 
ii 
11 
11 
4 11 
1 II 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
II 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
RlRl RgTRgf 
RlRl RoTrp 
Riri RgTRlT 
RlRl RgTOgJ 
Riri RgTTgt 
RlRl RgTrgt 
Riri RgTRgT 
Riri RgTrgt 
RlRl rgtrgt 
Riri rgtrgt 
RlRl ^ 2^2^ 
Riri rgtrgt 
12^2! 
5222i 
riri R^Pr«t 
RlRl RgTRgT 
RlRl ^ 2^2^ 
Riri Rg^gT 
Riri RgTrgt 
riri rgtrgt 
riri rgtegt 
BiRi rgtrgt 
R13?1 2?2tr2t 
^1^152^2; 
riri RgTrgt 
riri rgtrgt 
Observed Calculated 
OJ 0
 1 0
 
0
 
W
 
3 0.797 6 ..089 
2 1.594 0.104 
3 1.594 1.240 
1 1.594 0,221 
5 3.188 1.030 
2 3.188 0.443 
2 3.188 0.443 
4 6.376 0.885 
1 0.797 0.051 
0 1.594 1.594 
1 1.594 0.221 
3 3.188 0.011 
1 0.797 0.051 
3 1.594 1.240 
0 1.594 1.594 
4 3.188 0.207 
0 0.797 0.797 
1 1.594 0.221 
2 1.594 0,104 
3 3.188 0.011 
1 0.797 0.051 
1 1.594 0.221 
3 0.797 6.089 
1 1.594 0.221 
2 0.797 1.816 
1 1.594 0.221 
1 0.797 0.051 
P  s  0 . 5 0 6 «  2 5 , 2 2 7  
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Two other combinations, cross No. 206 (lanchu 
X Wisconsin Black) and cross Ho# 407 (Manchu X Wilson) 
which Involve the yellow and black seeded varieties, have 
been obtained. If the hypothesis used to explain the in­
heritance of the different color types obtained in the Fg 
generation of cross No* 5 is satisfactory, one should al­
so be able to use it in explaining the Pg data obtained 
from the latter two crosses* In both of the above crosses 
plants from the Manchu variety were used as female parents. 
These plants bore yellow seeds and had tawny pubescence. 
The genetic constitution of these plants then was II 
RgTRgT, It contained I to restrict the black pigment of 
the hilum from covering the seed-coat, % and Rg to give 
the black pigment and T to give tawny pubescence. The 
male parents V/isconsin Black and Wilson are both self-
black and have tawny pubescence. The genetic constitu­
tion of the Wisconsin Black variety has been established 
as ii RgTRgT. Since the Wilson parent has the same 
color of seed-coat and pubescence as the variety Wisconsin 
Black, its genetic constitution would be the same. If the 
above genotypes are correct, one would expect two types in 
the Pg generation from these crosses, yellow, mottled with 
black and self-black. Data presented in Table 3 for 
these crosses show approximately a ratio of three plants 
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bearing yellow, mottled-black seeds to one black. The 
plant must, therefore, have been hybrid for li, IThis 
being the case, the assizmed hypothesis will explain 
these data. The breeding behavior of the Pg plants may 
be observed by referring to tables 14 and 15, 
Hypothesis Applied to Crosses Involving the 
Eyebrow Color Pattern* 
Two different combinations have been obtained 
which involve the eyebrow pattern factor. Cross Ho. 83 
(Black Eyebrow (I^I^ ^ Ogemaw (ii r^or^^o 
RgTRgT)) and cross Ko. 183 (Ito San (II Rg^HgT) X 
Black Eyebrow (1%^ R^^R^ RgTRgT)). In the Black Eye­
brow variety, it has been shown that the black color is 
restricted to black patches on the seed-coat, and that 
the color of the pubescence is tawny. Therefore it must 
be of the composition I^I^ R^R^^ because R^^ and Rg 
are necessary to produce the black color, T, the factor 
for tawny pubescence, is completely linked with Rg and I^ 
is necessary to restrict the black color so as to give 
the patdied or eyebrowpattem. The Ito San variety has 
been described as having yellow seeds mottled with brown. 
For this variety the pubescence color is also tawny. The 
genetic composition of this variety must therefore be 
II RgTRgT because it nnist contain the restriction 
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factor I in order to be yellow, and to have the light 
brown color and tawny pubescence, it must contain and 
RgT* The Ogemaw variety has been described as having a 
reddish-brown seed-coat and tawny pubescence. Its 
genetic composition, theii, is ii r^^^r^o RgTRgT, because 
to be self-colored it cannot have either of the restric­
tion factors I or To have tawny pubescence, it 
should contain Rg because Rg and T are closely linked, 
and with the reddish-brown color it cannot contain R^^ or 
In the presence of Rg with R^ the color would be 
black and with r^ it would be light-brown. There must, 
therefore, be a third factor, r^^o, whidi is recessive to 
R^* With the three varieties having the genetic conipo-
aitionsassumed above, it would be expected that for cross 
No. 83 (Elack Eyebrow X Ogemaw), the hybrid plants 
would produce seeds like the Black Eyebrow parents, and 
that in the Pg generation the following phenotypes would 
appear in approximately a 9J3:3I1 ratio* 
9 I^ R^ RgT - Black Eyebrow - Tawny pubescence 
5 I^ r^*^ RgT • Reddish-Brown - Tawny pubescence 
Eyebrow 
3 i Ri RgT - Self-black - Tawny pubescence 
1 i r ® R T - Self-Reddish- - Tawny pubescence 
^ brown 
In cross No» 183 (Ito San X Black Eyebrow) the 
plant would be expected to bear yellow seeds mottled with 
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black and have tawny pubescence. In the Pg the following 
phenotypes would be expected in approximately a 9:3:3:1 
ratio. 
9 I R-j^ ^2^ " Yellow, mottled with black - Tawny 
pubescence 
3 I 3^2 ^2*^ ** mottled with brown - Tawny 
pubescence 
3 RgT - Black Eyebrow - Tawny pubescence 
1 r^ RgT - Light-brown Eyebrow - Tawny pubescence 
The expectations for these crosses have been 
fully realized# The Pg data presented in Table 4 con­
form well to the expected acd the breeding behavior of 
70 Pg plants in cross No# 83 and 148 Pg plants in cross 
Ko# 183 when tested in the Pg generation prove the re­
liability of the Pg classification. Table 6 shows the 
assumed genotypes for the Pg plants in cross No. 83 to­
gether with the observed and expected numbers of each 
when grouped according to their breeding behavior. 
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Table 6# Genotypic distribution of P2 plants 
as shown by their breeding behavior in the 
Pg generation. Cross Ko, 83,. Ogemaw (ii 
riOpiO RgTRgl?) X Black Eyebrow (1^1^ 
RgTRgT) 
Genotype TT : : lo ~ cj^' 
P5, plant ; Observed : Expected : c 
^ ^ 1% Xkik 4 4.38 0.032 
2 R^R^ A 6 8.76 0.870 
^ Vl 
Ikik 9 8.76 0.007 
^ %^1 iH 17 17.52 0.015 
1 R3^RI ii 3 4.38 0.434 
2 R^r^ ii 17 8.76 7.751 
1 r.r. ikjk 4 4.38 0.032 
JU 
2 A 7 8.76 0.354 
1 r^r^ ii 3 4.38 0.434 
= 
P = «271 
Complete data for the breeding behavior of the 
Pg plants of cross No, 83 are found in 2?able 9, The ob­
served distribution of the Pg genotypes as shown by their 
breeding behavior together with the expectations for cross 
No. 183 are presented in Table 7 below. 
ss 
Table 7. Genotyplo distribution of Pg plants 
as shown by their breeding behavior in the 
P3 generation. Cross 183^ Ito San (II 
RgTRgT) X Black Eyebrow (iklk 
iienotype : (o - c)^ 
Frt plant : Observed i Expected : 
<5 c 
1 II RiRi 4 9.25 2.979 
2 II 18 18.50 0.014 
2 li^R^R^ 20 18.50 0.122 
4 Ilfc 39 37.00 0.108 
1 ^1^1 9 9,25 0.006 
2 If, Vl 18 18.50 0.014 
1 Rn En 12 9,25 0.817 
2 
"A 13 18.50 1.635 
1 15 9.25 3.574 
145 P=: 0.314 X'^z: 
The complete data for the breeding behavior of 
the Pg plants of this cross are presented in Table 10. It 
has already been shown that the Pg data for the crosses No. 
83 and No. 183 conform closely to expectations. Probable 
errors for the classes segregating for one pair of 
factors in both crosses and the P value for the class seg­
regating for two factors in cross No. 83 indicate good 
f^its. In cross No. 183 the P value for the class segre­
gating for two factors is low indicating a poor fit, but 
since all other data conform well to the expected it is 
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thoiight that the deviations f3?om the expected here are 
due to chance. It may be well to state here that data 
showing better fits for crosses similar to this cross 
have been reported by Hagai and Saito (3) and Owen (6 
and 7). 
Hypothesis Applied to Crosses Involving Light and 
Reddish-Brown Seed-coat Colors 
As already shown reciprocal crosses with the 
combination Ogemaw (ii R^TR^T) X Soysota (ii 1*2^1 
RgTRgT) have been obtained* The genetic constitution 
for the Ogemaw variety has already been establi^ed in 
discussing cross Ho# 83 above. The Soysota variety has 
a li^t-brown seed-coat and tawny pubescence. Its gen­
etic constitution must therefore be (ii r^r^^ RgTRgT) be­
cause in order to be self-colored it can have neither of 
the, restriction factors I or I^. In order to have tawny 
pubescence it should contain Rg because of the close link­
age between T and Rg. To be light-brown in color it must 
contain r^^ and 
With the above composition of the two varieties 
a light-brown (i rj^ RgT) and a reddish-brown (i rj^o r^T) 
would be expected to appear in approximately a 3:1 ratio. 
As has already been shown in Table 2 the expectations were 
fully met. The breeding behavior of 305 Pg plants 
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from the foiir crosses proves the classification to he 
correct. The complete P data are found in Tables 11. 
12 and 13, 
Hypothesis Applied to Crosses Between Varieties With 
Yellow Seed-Coats 
The two crosses No. 113 and No. 527 (Ito San X 
Manchu) are between varieties which have yellow seed-
coats but differ in color of hilum. The hilum color of 
the Ito San variety is brown and that of the Manchu is 
black. Genotypes of these two varieties have already 
been pointed out, the Ito San (II r^r], RgTRgT) in dis­
cussing cross No. 183 and •Hie Man(diu (II R.R- R TR T) 
11 2 2 
in discussing crosses Nos. 206 and 407. It has already 
been shown that P^^ plants of these crosses bore seeds with 
black hilums. In the Pg generation two types appeared, 
plants having yellow seed-coats with black hiltuns and 
plants haying yellow seed-coats with brown hilums. The 
data already presented in Table 1 appioxlmate a 3: 1 
ratio, indicating a single factor difference. The geno­
types then already sijggested explain the data, the hybrid 
being heterozygous for R^. No Pg plants were grown from 
these crosses. 
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During these studies, one plant, selection 
Wo« 10, was found whidi was evidently a natural hybrid# 
The color of the seed-coat v/as yellow with brown hilum. 
The plant also had tawny pubescence, When this plant 
was tested two types appeared among its progeny, one 
with tawny pubescence ani yellow seeds with brown hilms; 
the other with gray pubescence and yellow seeds with buff 
hilums. Counts showed 29 plants of the first type ani 11 
of the second. The deviation from the expected 3:1 
ratio was 1 + 1,85 which indicates that the original 
plant was heterozygous for a single pair of factors. 
Since the original selection had yellow seeds with 
brown hilums and tawny pubesceiib color, its genotype 
crust have been II RgTrgt, Its breeding behavior 
shows that it was heterozygous for T, and since Rg and T 
are ti^tly linked it was necessarily heterozygous for 
Rg, The genotype then would be II r^^r^^ RgTrgt, Such a 
genotype would be obtained from a natural cross between 
the Ito San and Mandarin varieties. 
Hypothesis Applied to a Selection Segregating for 
Yellow and Brown Seed-coat Colors 
Duri33g those investigations a probable natural 
hybrid, selection No, 31, was found to be segregating for 
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yellow and bi*own seed-coat color. ^Kie original plant 
selection No. 31, bore yellow-mottled-brown seeds atti had 
tawny pubescence. Prom the seeds of this plant 43 prog­
enies (the Pg plants) were grown. Of these 28 bore yellow 
seeds mottled with brown ard 15 seeds which were self-
brown. All the Pg plants had tawny pubescence* Por a 
3:1 ratio one would expect from 43 plants, 32.25 to pro­
duce yellow seeds mottled with brown and 10.75 to bear 
seeds of the self-brown color. The deviation 4.25 + 1.92 
is considered a fairly close f it aM the original plant 
is thought to have been hybrid for a ^ngle pair of 
factors. 
Since the original plant bore yellow seeds 
mottled v/ith brown, had tawny pubescence ani segregated 
for yellow, mottled with brown and self-brown seeds in 
approximately a 3:1 ratio, it must have had, according 
to the hypothesis being used, the genetic constitution 
li RgTRgT. A natural cross between the varieties 
Ito San and Soysota would give a hybrid with such a geno­
type. 
Allelomorphic Series of Pactors which Restrict Black 
and Bipown Pigaents 
Owen (6) has reported a series of allelomorphs 
and i which have certain inhibiting effects upon 
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tixe development of pigment colors In the seed-coat. Proa 
his crosses he was able to show conclusively that 2^, 
and 1 wore allelomorphic. He did not, however, obtain the 
Tr V 
necessary cross between II and ii to locate definitely 
I in this series• A cross between the two varieties Black 
Eyebrow (A^) and Soysota (ii) giving a 3:1 ratio be­
tween the eyebrow pattern and self-colors would establish 
beyond doubt this relationship. Unfortunately this cross 
has not been obtained. Kagai and Saito (3) obtained a 
similar cross which gave a 3:1 ratio between the eyebrow 
pattern and self-colors. In the present studies another 
similar cross betv/een -ttie Black Eyebrow and Ogemaw varieties 
which involves both I^And ii has been obtained. Prom 
this cross approximately three plants bearing seeds with the 
eyebrow pattern color to one with self-colored seeds were 
obtained. Both the cross described by Magai and Saita and 
the cross used in these studies indicate that I^ is located 
at the I locus. They do not however show conclusively that 
such is the case since there is no way of determining whether 
the self-colored-jrariety used in either cross was of the 
same genetic constitution for the eyebrow pattern factor as 
the Soysota# 
In explaining the data obtain©! in the present studies 
the writer has assumed Owen's postulation that I^j I^, I^ 
/ ^ 
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and 1 are allelomorpMc. V/itk this asstiinption ail data 
obtained from crosses reported can be satisfactorily ex­
plained, It has not, however, been possible for the author 
to differentiate between classes represented by and 
Owen has also eacperienced some trouble making this classifi­
cation, ©specially where mottling tool: place to any con­
siderable extent. All progenies from crosses used in the 
present studies vftiere yellow color was involved mottled 
badly. Possibly this is the reason that and couM 
not be distinguished. Since the author has not been able 
to differentiate between and any plants with yellow 
seed-coats regardless of the color of the mottling or color 
of hilum have been designated as I and the series used in 
this paper is I, and i. 
Allelomorphic Series of Factors which Influence the 
Intensity of Blaclc and Brown Pigments# 
Ov/en (6) has postulated that an allelomorph.ic series^ 
which influences the pigment color is situated near the t 
locus for pubescence color. In these studies no evidence 
is at hand which indicates an allelomorphic series at this 
locus * There is, however, considerable indication that 
such a series exists at the locus* Evidence for such a 
aeries is obtained from Pg data from the following crosses* 
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Manchu (RiRi) X Jto San - S black to 1 lla^t-brown 
Manclm (RiEi) X Wisconsin Black (^1^3.) •• sill black 
Wisconsin Black (R,5,) X Soysota (rT^Pn) «• 5 black to 1 
li^t-brown 
Soysota (r.r, ) X Ogemaw 3 li^t-br^na to 1 
**" i A reddish-»brown 
Black Eyebrow (R,R,) X Ogamaw (r,®rn®) - 3 black to 1 
11 X A reddish-brown 
Black Eyebrow {RiRi) X Ito San (^1^1) - 3 black to 1 
li^t-brown 
Data -for the first combination may bo obtained by referring 
to Table 1, the second conibination Table 3^ tho tMrd com­
bination paragraph involving black and brown seod-coat 
page 27y the fourth combination Table 2, and the fifth 
and sixth combinations Table 4. 
With the above combinations behaving as they do it 
seems advisable to assume that an allelomorphic series 
exists at the R-j^ locus. Ho other explaiiatidttisrould likely 
give only the types which go into the crosses in the Pg 
generation* Two questions which mi^t arise are: First, 
is Black Eyebrow really of the constitution R^R^ and second, 
what would happen should Wisconsin Black be crossed v/ith 
Black Eyebrow? In the discussion of cross Ho. 83, it has 
been shown that four different color t:^7pes appear, the 
black eyebrow, reddi^-brown eyebrow, self-black and self-
reddish-f^brown. Without R^ being in the Black Eyebrow 
variety no self«*blacks could come out of this cross because 
it is cros -ed with a variety Ogenmw niftiich contains no factor 
for black pigment* Ho CBOSS has been made betv/een Wisconsin 
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Black and Black Eyebrow, but from the same cross, No« 83, 
six plants of the Black Eyebrow type segregated for approx­
imately three Black Eyebrow types to one self-black. Prom 
this 0MB8 were also obtained 17 self-blaok Pg plants of 
the genetic constitution which gave a good 3:1 ratio 
of self-blacks and reddish-browns • The data for these 
combinations may be seen by referring to Table 9. 
Discussion of Hypothesis 
Prom the previous discussions it may be seen that 
the writer has followed, as closely as possible, the symbols 
used by Owen (6)« However, it has been necessary to make 
some departures in order to explain satisfactorily the data 
gathered during this study. The first change which will 
be discussed is the difference in the I series of allelo­
morphs. In his hypothesis Owen has used two factors in 
this series and I'^ which the author has been unable 
to use. Qhoting from Owen^ 
tinder the proper environmental conditions, inhibits 
all pigment formation in the seed-coatj irfiibits pig­
ments to/ the hilumj —— It should be clearly kept in 
that environmental conditions unfavorable for pigment for­
mation are necessary in order for these restriction factors 
to fully express themselves." 
Hftgai and Salto (3) have also described a factor H 
acts very much as the I^ factor described by Owen. 
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As already shown the author of the present paper 
has been unahle to make such a clasaifieation* Almost 
all plants with yellow seed-coats used in these studies 
have heen mottled to a considerable extent# Occasional­
ly plants ocGurred wMch were reasonably free from mot«» 
tltng. Others appeared which were extremely mottled 
but "ssfeen tested in the there was no indication of 
these characters being genetic. It has also been noticed 
that -ftiere was ^ust about as imich variation in mottling 
among seeds on a plant as there was among the different 
plants. DiJrlng the course of tlils study there has been 
np occasion for distinguishing between and 
Therefore no attempt has been made to separate the two 
factors. 1 alon© has been used to designate the re­
striction of black and brown pigments giving the yellow 
or yellow-m&ttled color. It is quite possible that P; 
plants used for these crosses were genetically different 
from those used by Owen. Another possibility Is that 
the environmental conditions at Ames were such that the 
color pigments were brou^t out much more distinclly 
than they were at Madison. It has been ^own by Hollo-
well (1) and Ovyen (4) that different environmental con^ 
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ditions do play an important part in the degree of 
mottling* This may account for different degrees , 
of mottling Tjftiich the author has often noticed on 
the same plant and ^liiieh has "been reported by Wood» 
VTorth and Cole (10), Hollowell (1)^ and Owen ( 4) . 
Another point which mi^t be mentioned is ttiat all 
plants used in these studies were spaced four to six 
inches apart in the rows and grown on land which was 
fairly fertile. Both spacing and soil fertility have 
been found by Owen and Hollowell to influence the de­
gree of mottling• 
Some changes have been made in the uses of 
the two R factors for black and brown pigments, 
la these studies the author has found it necessary 
to postulate a series of allelomorphs at the locus 
of but it has not been necessary to use the allelo-
morphic series at the locus of Rg as postulated by 
Owen (6)* The factor Rj^ whidti is probably the R fac­
tor reported by Hagai (2)^ the B factor reported by 
Woodworth (8), and the R^^ factor reported by Owen 
(6), causes the development of anthocyanin pigment. 
However^ it does not» when present alonoy give the In*^ 
tense-black color which we are accustomed to see in 
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blade varieties of soybeans. Only when appears in 
the zygote with Rg is the intense-black color produced. 
In combination with r2 » R^ causes anthocyanin pigment 
to develop, but it gives a dilute-black instead of the 
ordinary black color. The factor R2 is probably the 
same as the chromogen factor, C, described by Wagai (2), 
the H factor described by Woodworth (8) and the R2 
factor described by Owen (6). The factor (R2)» although 
described by Or/en as being a factor for black pigment, 
does not cause the development of anthocyanin pigment 
alone, but acts in a complementary way with R^^ to pro­
duce black. This fact has alsD been observed by 
Nagai and Saito (3) and V/oodworth (8), Ihen Rg is pres­
ent in the zygote with r^ , a li^t-brown color is pro­
duced. With both rji^ and rg the color is buff. 
As R^ and Rg are used in this paper, data from 
all crosses involving black and brown pigment colors in 
the seed-coat thus far reported can be explained. How­
ever, in one cross. Ho. 142 (Selection Ho. 3 X Selection 
Ho. C 3) reported by Gwen, a slight modification must be 
made. In this cross flower color is also involved and 
in order to explain the data presented by Gwen with the 
hypothesis here presented, it is necessary to assume that 
W, the factor for purple flower color is also comple­
mentary to Ri to give the imperfect-black color in the 
seed-coat. In using the hypothesis presented by Owen the 
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W factor is considered as complementary to T2 instead 
of This assmption "brings in certain complications 
which are not easily escplained. Since the main differ-
once in the use of and R2 centers around t his one 
cross, it is thou^t advisable to discuss the cross from 
the standpoint of the two hypotheses. The hypothesis 
presented by Owen will be disc\issed first. According to 
his hypothesis. Selection No. 3 possessed the following 
genetic conditution: 11 ^ selection 
No. C 3, ^1^1 this combination the 
P phenotypes wcmld be as follows: 
(27 r, RpT W - Yellow, mottled with black- Purple 
( J. <5 flower - Tawny pubescence 
9 ih p RgT w - Yellow, mottled with black -Vilhite 
{ flower - Tawny pubescence 
9 9 rn Vpt W - Yellow, mottled with imperfect-
black-Purple flowers-Gray pubescence 
S 3 r. r_t w - Yellow, mottled with buff - Vilhite 
flower - Gray pubescence 
(9 i r R T W - Self-black - Purple flowers-Tawny 
12( 12 pubescence 
( S i r .  R _ T  w - Self-black - White flowers -Tawny 
pubescence^ 
3  3  i  r r t w  -  S e l f - i m p e r f e c t - b l a c k  -  P u r p l e  
1 2 
flower - Gray pubescence 
1 1 i r. Tgt w - Self-buff - Vi/hite flower - Gray 
pubescence 
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The data presented by Owen aie explained very 
satisfactorily by the above hypothesis, but wlien one con­
siders the genetic relationship of the two varieties used 
in this cross along with other crosses which are similar, 
certain conditions arise which cannot well be explained. 
Before talcing up any of these conditions it is first do-
sired to state the terras of the hypothesis. I is a re­
striction factor which prevents the seed-coat from being 
self-colored aiad r^^ is a factor for brown pigtaent, re­
cessive to for black pigment. R2 is a second factor 
for black pigment but completely linked with T, a factor 
for tawny pubescence. W is a factor for purple flower 
color and complementary to r^ to give imperfect-black 
pigment. When is present the seed-coat is mottled 
either black, imperfect-black, or buff, Wlien i; is 
present the seed-coat is self-colored, No brown colored 
types appeared in this cross. 
By now looking at the phenotypes it vd.ll be 
noticed that r^^ r2t W has been iised to designate yellow, 
mottled with imperfect-black; but this is the same formula 
which has to be used for the Mandarin variety. The 
Mandarin variety has a yellow seed-coat. It then must 
contain the restriction factor.* It has buff pigrosnt 
«• According to the hypothesis used by the present author 
I^ should be I. , 
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in the hllum and is represented "by Owen as well as hy 
the author of this paper as containing r]_» It has gray 
pubescence; therefore it must contain r^ because rg is 
completely linked with t^ factor for gray pubescence. 
Finally the Mandarin variety has purple flowers and there­
fore must contain W. a?he f ornrula r^^ rgt W then in 
the Mandarin variety means yellow, mottled with buff. 
Here it is assumed to mean yellow, mottled with imperfect-
black, A second place where the hypothesis seems to be 
weak is in the phenotype i r^ RgT W, which here is used 
to designate self-black. Bat this is the same formula 
whidi has to be used in the Soysota variety v/ith a brown 
seed coat. Soysota is self-colored and therefore it 
mast have i. It has been designated by Owen as well as 
the author of this paper as having r^ and it mast contain 
RgTW because it has tawny pubescence and purple flowers. 
A third inconsistency in Owen's hypothesis is found in the 
phenotype i r^ ^ 2^ W, which here is used to designate self-
colored Imperfect-black, but in certain crosses reported 
by Owen this formula has been used to designate plants 
which bore buff colored seeds aud purple flowers. Tbsre 
is still one other place in the hypothesis which seems 
to be rather unsatisfactory. OJhis will be observed in 
the phenotype I^ r^ RgT W which here is used to designate 
yellow, mottled with black. In Ito San, Tshich is a 
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yellow variety with a brown hilum and which often mot­
tles brown, and r^^ have been rported by Owen to be 
present. The studies made by the present author bear out 
this assumption. But the Ito San variety has purple 
flowers and tawny pubescence. It, thereforen should 
have the fonmila r^^ W. Owen too has noticed this 
fact and in order to explain his data when the Ito San 
variety is crossed with selection No. 3 (the black 
parent) of the above cross, he assumed an allelomorphic 
series to exist at the locus, giving the Ito San 
variety the foranila I^ r W. 
These rather inconsistenbuses of formulae 
seem to be unnecessary and the author is presenting an 
hypothesis for the cross which he believes answers all 
requirements in this cross and at the same time is in 
agreement with the factorial composition of other cross­
es used by previous workers as well as in the present 
studies. 
The genetic constitution of Owen*s selection 
Ho. 3 (Black parent) is assumed to be ii %% ^ 
and for selection No. C 3 (Yellow parent), II %% 
WW. The F2 phenotypic ratio is as follows; 
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27 I % RgT T/ - Yellow, mottled with black - Tawny 
pubescence - Purple flower* 
9 I K2T w - Yellow, mottled with black - Tawny 
pubescence - TOiite flower# 
9 I W - Yellow, mottled with imperfect-black-
Gray pubescence - Purple flower. 
S I R^^ 1*2^ ^ "• mottled with buff - Sray 
pubescence - T/?hite flower, 
9 i R|^ RgT W - Self-black - Tawny pubescence -
Purple flower, 
3 i R^ RgT w - Self-black - Tawny pubescence - Vfliite 
flower. 
3 i R^ rgt W - Self-imperfect-black - Gray pubescence 
Purple flower# 
1 i R, Trtt w - Self-buff - Gray pubescence - TiVhite 
^ flower# 
Vifith the above hypothesis it is necessary to 
assume that the factor (W) for purple flower color is 
complementary to R^ giving the imperfect-black color in 
the seed-coat# With Rj^ and w the color of the pigment 
is buff. It may be said that the imperfect-black shows 
considerable buff pigment aM that a sli^t diluting of 
the imperfect-black by w would produce a buff color# This 
diluting effect is not out of accord with other observa­
tions# Woodworth (9) has noticed that the puiple flower 
color was closely associated with purple hypocotyl and 
that with white flowers no purple pigment was developed# 
This point, however, is not a disagreement since Owen has 
had to assume in his hypothesis that W was complementary 
to rg to produce the imperfect-black color of the seed-
coat # 
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With the hypothesis presented in this paper the 
results obtained by crossing the plant from the Ito San 
variety with selection Ho* 3, Owen (6) can be explained 
without assuming an allelomorphic series at the Rg locus. 
Also^ the rattier inconsistent uses of differ­
ent fornnilae pointed out above is avoided, and a particu­
lar color can be designated by the same formula regardless 
of the variety in which it appears# 
It may be well to mention that the autiior has 
crossed the Ito San variety with the varieties. Black Eye­
brow and Manchu, both of which contain the factor Rg. 
In neither case was there any evidence of a segregation 
for Rg and therefore no indication of an alleloraoi^hic 
series at the Rg locus. All these facts indicate that the 
assumption of R^^ and Rg as complementary factors for black 
pigment is the more satisfactory hypothesis. 
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SUMMAET 
1. Data for the F- and F generations are 
Z o 
presented t© aihow the iiflierltanee of yellow, black, 
Imperfeot-black, li^t-'brown^ reddl^-brown and btiff 
colors in the seed-coat of soybeans* 
2i Two complementary factors and Rg cause 
the development of black color, R^^ witai rg causes the 
development of a dilute or imperfect-black color aM 
with Rg causes the development of light-brown color# 
The two recessives, r^ and rg, cause the development 
of a btiff color. In crosses involving plants hjl^rid 
for both Rj^ suad R2 the above colors appear in the Fg 
generation in a 9:3:3:1 ratio. 
3» A series of allelomorphs has been found to 
ejcist at the locus of R^^, Rj^ with Rg produces a black 
color, with Rg gives a li^t-brown color and 
with Rg gives a reddish-brown color. Dominance of thes-
factors Was found to exist in the following o3?der, R^# 
and 
4, Data are presented to show the existence of 
two restriction factors, X and for the black, im^ 
perfect-black, li^t-brown,, reddish-brown and buff 
colors. The results indicate that the two factors fom 
an allelomorphic series with !• I with an combination 
of the R pigment factors gives either yellow or yellow-
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Bi&ttled seeds* wllih any eoBibiim.tlon gives seeds witai 
the ejTBbrow eoler pattern* ®ie factor i has no effect 
and when present in the homozysous condition gives seeds 
^ich are self-coloredi 
5« Rg> if not the same as factor for tawny 
pubescence, is closely linked with T. Ho crossing over 
between the two factors has been observed in these stud-
1 
±es* 
6» Genetic symbols proposed by Owen have been used 
However, the following changes in the interpretation of 
their influence on seed-coat colors have been made in 
order to ej^laln the data satisfactorily* (1) and 
Eg have been used as complementary factors for black 
color rather than independent factors for black pigments* 
(2) alone causes the development of an imperfect-
black Instead of bilck color* (3) Rg causes the de» 
velopment of brown pigmentrather than black. (4) A 
series of allelomorphs has be'en established at liie locus 
of R^ instead of Rg. (5) TZhe genetic constitution of 
the Ito San rarlety has been changed fr® rg*T 
pg* 5? to II r^ri HgTRgT. 
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Table 8A. Assumed Genotypes together i 
breeding behavior of ?£ plants which 
not segregate when tested in the F3 | 
eration. Cross No, 5 Wisconsin Blac] 
(ii RiRi R2TR2T) X MandaS?in (II r^^r^ 
: Genotype 
Number : of Pg 
Plant: Plant 
: Phenotypes observed i 
: : Gray Pub 
: Tawney Pubescence : Mottled 
: Mottled :Self-colored: Yellow : 
;Yellow;Yellow: Black:Brown:Imperfect:Yello 
; Black: Brown: : : Black : Buff 
8 
51 II RnRi R2TR2T 
61 
96 
61 
64 
Sub-total 221 
58 II Tiri R2TR2T 93 
lo 
30 
57 
Sub-total 87 
33 II RiRi r2tr2t 35 
58 II r2tr2t 31 
9 
49 11 Rj^R^ 
Sub-total 
47 11 r^^rj^ 

ble 8A. Assumed Genotypes together with 
breeding behavior of Pg plants which did 
not segregate when tested in the P3 gen­
eration, Cross Ho, 5 Wisconsin Black 
(ii RjRx R2TR2T) X Mandai?in (II r^^r^^ r2tr2t). 
Phenotypes observed in the F?; generation 
Gray Pnbescence ; 
ney Pubescence ; Mottled : : 
tied tSelf-colore'd!; Yellow ; Self-colored : 
rYellowi Black:Browri;Imperfect:Yellow;Imperfect: : 
: Brown: : : Black : Buff : Black : Buff : Total 
221 
93 93 
30 
57 
87 87 
35 35 
31 31 
24 
25 
43 
ya 92 
25 25 
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Tatle 8B. Assumed Genot3rpes together 
breeding behavior of P2 plants whic 
gated in mono-hybrid ratio in the I 
ation. Cross No. 5 Wisconsin Blacl 
(11 RiRi R2TR2T) X Mandarin (II riJ 
Phenotypes observed in 1 
• 
• Gray Pubesc 
; Tawny Pubescence Mottled : 
: Genotype : Mottled : Yellow : : J 
Number : of Fg :Yellow:Yellow;Self-colored Imperfect;Yellow:Tr 
Fo Plant: Plant ; Black; Brown: Black; Brown Black : Buff : 
5 
25 II Rirn RgTRgT 
53 
36 
21 
20 
16 
12 
10 
Sub-total vV 58 
19 li R;lRi 70 20 
gg ^1^1 
14 
45 
5 
18 
Sub-total 59 23 
J ^1^1 
25 
19 
20 
6 
3 
7 
Sub-total 64 16 
4I li Riri RsTRBT 21 40 
9 
15 
Sub-total 61 24 
32 11 RiRl R2Tr2fc 13 
13 11 r;i^r2 RgTrgt 81 
26 11 RiRi rgtrgt 24 
54 11 riri rgtrgt 42 
16 11 Riri rgtrgt 

i 8B. Assumed Genotypes together v/ith 
ceding behavior of Fg plants which segre-
:ed in mono-hybrid ratio in the P3 gener-
[on. Cross No, 5 Vfisconsin Black 
L RiRi RgTRgT) X Mandarin (II riri rgtrgt). 
Phenotypes observed in the F?5 generation 
• Gray Pubescence • • « • • • 
jsoence • • Mottled : • • 
• 
• Yellow ; : Self-colored :Devia-: Devia­
Jelf-colored : Imperfect rYellow:Imperfect: : tion : tion 
Black; Brown: Black : Buff : Black : Buff Total : 3:1 : P. E. P. E. 
52 
33 
30 
115 9.25 3.13 2.96 
20 90 2.50 2.77 0.90 
5 
18 
19 
53 
25 8S 2.50 2.64 0.9S 
6 
3 
7 
31 
22 
27 
16 80 4.00 2.61 - 1.53 
21 
40 
9 
15 
30 
55 
51 ^4 85 2.75 2.69 1.02 
IS 5 18 0.50 1.24 0.40 
81 27 108 0.00 3.04 0.00 
24 7 31 0.75 1.63 0.46 
42 21 63 5.25 2.32 2.26 
14 6 20 1.00 1.31 0.76 
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Table 8C. Assumed Genotypes tog( 
breeding behavior of Pg plants 
gated in a di-hybrid ratio in 1 
ation. Cross No* 5 Wisconsin 1 
(ii RiRi R2TR2T) X Mandarin (l! 
Phenotypes observed in 1 
Gray Pubes( 
Tawny Pubescence : Mottled ; 
Mottled ; : Yellow : : 
Yellow;Yellow;Self-coloredtImperfecttYellow tl 
Black: Brown:dlack:Brown ': Black ; Buff : 
1 
2 
7 II RtT, RrjTrpt 
2 0  1 1 2  2  
46 
10 
40 
51 
49 
38 
3 
13 
12 
18 
6 
3 
10 
15 
13 
10 
1 
5 
6 
3 
4 
Sub-total 
Expected 
188 
. 174.42 
5iS 
58. 14 
51 
58, 14 
IS 
19. 38 
P Ii Riri Rg-TRgT 15 36 
5 
5 
6 
6 
1 
6 
Sub-total 
Expected 
51 
45 
16 
15 
12 
15 5 
II il RiRi RgTrgt 12 21 
1 
4 
4 
4 
Sub-total 
Expected 
33 
27.54 
5 
9.18 
8 
9. 18 
31 
36 Ii r^ri R2Tr2t 
37 
40 
43 
39 
29 
33 
12 
15 
10 
8 
9 
7 
14 
S 
Sub-total 
Expected 
144 
138. 96 
45 
46.32 
SB 
46. 32 
23 
41 11 Rj^r^ R2Tr2t 
45 
98 
13 
33 
21 
6 
23 
Sub-total 
Expected 
144 
134.46 
50 
44.82 
17 
18 11 Ri^l r2tr2t 
55 
39 
10 
36 
17 
3 
15 
Sub-total 
Expected 
85 
82. 17 27. 39 
i 
Niimber 
Po Plant 
Genotype 
of PQ 
Plant 

"ble 80. Assumed Genotypes together with 
"breeding behavior of ?£ plants which segre­
gated in a di-hybrid ratio in the Pg gener­
ation. Cross No, 5 Wisconsin Black 
(ii RiRi R2TR2T) X Mandarin (II r^r^ r2tr2t). 
Phenotypes observed in the P-t generation 
Gray Pubescence r:: 
seence Mottled ; t : : 
: yellow : ; Self-colored ; : : 
Self-colored;ImperfecttYellow;Imperfectt : : ; 
Black:Brown ': Black ; Buff : Black : Buff: Total : : P 
3 
10 
15 
13 
10 
1 
5 
6 
3 
4 
17 
68 
84 
83 
58 
4 
51 
58.14 
19 
19.38 
310 2.695 0.447 
6 
6 
1 
6 
27 
53 
I2 
15 
T 
6 
80 4.850 0.195 
1 
4 
4 
4 
2 
1 
19 
30 
5 
9.18 
8 
9.18 3.06 
49 3.136 0.374 
12 
15 
10 
8 
9 
7 
14 
8 
8 
4 
5 
3 
72 
65 
58 
52 
B 
45 
46.32 
38 
46.32 
20 
15.44 
247 3.062 6.S84 
98 
13 
33 
21 
6 
23 
23 
5 
7 
7 
1 
2 
149 
25 
65 
144 
134.46 
50 
44.82 
35 
44.82 
10 
14.98 
239 5.060 0.158 
39 
10 
36 
17 
3 
15 
9 
1 
12 
1 
1 
2 
66 
15 
65 
85 
82,17 
3S 
27.39 
22 
27.39 
4 
9.13 
145 6.154 0.104 
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Table 8D. Assumed Genotypes togethe 
breeding behavior of Pg plants whi 
gated in a trl-hybrid ratio in the 
ation. Cross No. 5 Wisconsin Blac 
(ii R2TR2T) X Mandarin (II rj 
: ; j'henotypes observed in it 
: : ; Pubesce 
; ; Tawny Pubescence ; Mottled ; 
: Genotype ; bottled. ; : Yellow : : Se 
Number ; of Pg :yellow;Yellow:Self-colored;Imperfect:Yellow;tmi 
Pg Plant: Plant ; Black: Brownt'felackrBrown: Black ; Buff ; I 
12 33 13 6 1 7 2 
35 30 10 9 1 4 3 
18 16 6 2 4 1 
56 5 1 1 1 2 1 
iSub-total 86 40 22 6 7 
Expected 80.19 26.73 26.73 8.91 26.73 8.91 

8D. Assumed Genotypes together with 
sdlng behavior of Pg plants which segre-
ed in a tri-hyhrid ratio in the Pg gener-
on. Cross No. 5 Wisconsin Black 
RjRl RgTRgT) X Mandarin (II r2tr2t), 
Phenotypes observed in the generation 
Gray t^ubescence 
ence Mottled' 
Yellow ; Self-colored 
If-colored;Imperfect:Yellow:Imperfect: 
lack:Brown: Black : Buff : Black : Buff Total 
6 1 
9 1 
6 2 
7 
4 
4 
2 
3 
1 
3 1 66 
4 0 61 
4 0 51 
1 1 2  1  1  
•gg 5 • ly jIg 
26.73 8.91 26,73 8.91 8,91 
0 12 
T—m 1S.89S 
2.97 
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Table 9A» Assumed Genotypes together 
with breeding behavior of Pg plants 
which did not segregate in the P3 
generation. Cross Ko, 83 Ogemaw 
(ii riOrnO RoRp) X Black Eyebrow 
{1^1^ RlRl R2R2). 
i'nenotypes observed in the 
Fa generation 
: Self-
Hiimber of Pg : Eyebrow Pattern : colored : 
Ps Plant Plant : Black ; Brown ;Bla c k:Brown:Total 
83- 1-30 
83- 1-34 
83- 2- 2 
83- 2-12 
Alf RlRl RgRg 
12 
36 
83 
44 
Sub-total 175 175 
83- 1- 7 
83- 1-20 
83- 1-26 
83- 2-26 
jkjk RgHg 
37 
60 
84 
44 
,^tib-total S25 225 
iB3- 1-11 
83- 1-23 
83- 2- 5 
11 RgRg 
27 
56 
11 
Sub-total 94 94 
83- 1- 5 
83- 2- 7 
83- 2-21 
11 RgRg 
80 
61 
43 
Sub-totai 184 i84 
Table 9B. Assumed Genotypes together with 
breeding behavior of Fg plants which segre­
gated in a mono-hybrid ratio in the P3 gen­
eration. Gross Ho, 83 Ogemaw (ii r^Or^® ^2^2^ 
X Black Eyebrow RiRi R2R2)« 
Genotype 
Phenotypes observed in the F.^ generation 
rebrow Pattern: 
-mxf 
colored 
:Devia-: 
i tion 
De.via-
tion 
Po Plant : Plant Mack : Brown :Blaci£iBrown:Totals5:l sP. E.: 
83- i- 1 34 11 45 
83- 1- 8 14 8 22 
83— 1— 9 19 12 31 
83- 1-17 , , 46 19 65 
83- 1-24 Riri° RoRo 30 16 46 
83- 1-29 43 14 57 
83- 1-32 7 1 8 
83- 1-35 7 7 14 
83- 2-34 26 7 33 
Swb-t.c>tai 236 95 321 14.75 b.23 _.2.82 
83^ 1-21 
83- 1-36 
83- 2-24 
83- 2-32 
83- 2-35 
83-2-31 
Sub*ft.Otal 
RiEi RgRg 
31 
13 
37 
4 
52 
22 
TSr 
10 
5 
10 
4 
14 
4 
"vr 
41 
18 
47 
8 
66 
26 
"5^5" 4.SO 4.15^ l.C? 
83- i-lO 
83- 1-18 
15 
6 
7 22 
1 7 
Table 9B continued 
Number 
Fg Plant 
Phenotypes observed In the F^ generation 
1 :Devia-: Genotype : ' I Self-
of Fg ;Eyebrow Pattern: colored : : tlon 
Plant : BlacJc : Brown :Biacic:Brown:Total: 5:i •:P. E, 
.:t>evia-
tion 
P. E. 
83- 1-53 
83- 2- 6 
83- 2- 8 
83- 2-23 
83-2-28 
Sub-total 
A riOri" RgRg 
33 
16 
96 
19 
49 
'SM~ 
11 
4 
44 
7 
15 
W 
44 
20 
140 
26 
64 
8.S5 5.§5 . 1.57 
83- 1-12 24 4 28 
83- 1-13 16 7 23 
83- 1-14 38 11 49 
83- 1-25 80 32 112 
83- 1-27 61 22 83 
83- 1-37 28 20 48 
83- 2- 3 53 20 73 
83- 2- 9 14 2 16 
83- 2-11 11 RIRI® RPRP 1 2 3 
83- 2-13 30 10 40 
83- 2-14 36 17 53 
83- 2-X5 31 12 43 
83- 2-16 12 3 15 
83- 2-19 48 13 61 
83- 2-20 51 22 73 
83^ 2-22 50 17 67 
83- 2-36 33 12 45 
Sub-^ibotal 606 226 SSS 18.00 8.42. . 2.14 
Table 9C. Assumed Genotypes together with 
breeding behavior of Pg plants which segre­
gated in a di-hybrid ratio in the P3 gener­
ation. Cross No, 83 Ogemaw (ii r^Or^^o RgRg) 
X Black Eyebrow R2R2^-
V 
• 
: 
Prj Plant : 
Genotype 
of Fs 
Plant 
• 
• 
: Phenotypea observed in the Fs generation 
• 
• 
:]^ebrow 
: Black s 
• 
• 
Pattern; 
Brown : 
Self- : : : 
colored : : ; 
Blacic:BrownjTotal: x2 : p 
83- I* 2 10 2 3 1 16 
83- 1- 3 1 1 2 1 5 
83- 1- 4 21 3 6 2 32 
83- 1- 6 13 3 5 2 23 
83- 1-15 14 5 4 3 26 
83- 1-19 21 10 8 7 46 
83- 1-31 26 9 9 4 48 
83- 1-38 27 6 8 3 44 
83— 1—40 I^i Rnr.o RpRp 42 13 17 2 74 
83- 2- 4 XX ti ^ 40 16 11 5 72 
83- 2-10 28 12 9 4 53 
83- 2-18 38 16 12 5 71 
83- 2-25 13 4 4 1 22 
83- 2-27 9 5 2 1 17 
83- 2-30 31 8 14 4 57 
83^ 2-33 36 8 11 2 57 
83- 2-37 25 4 14 4 47 
Subltot'al— 5^5 IS5 IS9 51 710 T?m 13  ^
Expected 399.42 133.14 133.14 44.38 
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Table lOA. Assumed Gtenotypes together with 
breeding behavior of ?£ plants which did 
not segregate in the Pg generation cross 
Ho. 183, Ito San (II riri X Blade Eye­
brow (I^I^ ^^l^^l ^2^2) • 
• 
• 
• 
; fhenotypes observed in the Fg 
: generation 
; Genotype : Mottled zisyebrow Pattern: 
number 
PQ Plant 
: of 
Plan€ 
;'yellGw:yeilow'; : ; To-
: Black: Brown;Blaelc: Brown : tal 
183- 1-45 
183- 2-10 
183- 2-29 
183-36-58 
II RiRi RgRg 
57 
138 
63 
58 
Sub-total 516 316 
183- 1-46 
183- 1-68 
183- 2-17 
183- 2-23 
183-2 -27 
183- 2-30 
183- 2-43 
183-2-72 
sub.-totax 
18S- 1- 5 
183- 1-12 
183- 1-31 
183- 1-40 
183- 1-71 
183- 1-73 
183- 2-25 
183- 2-28 
183- 2-42 
183- 2-44 
183-2 -49 
183- 2-75 
Sab-total 
18S- 1- 5 
183- 1-10 
183- 1-18 
II RgRg 
28 
63 
70 
64 
71 
63 
68 
66 
W W 
48 
104 
49 
64 
65 
61 
68 
58 
65 
49 
59 
Tsr 
RlRl R2% 
W 
-gr 
66 
11 r^ri 
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Table lOA continued 
• 
• 
• 
• 
: Genotype 
: menotypes observea in the 
: generation h 
number 
F2 Plant 
: Mottled :Eyebrow Pattern : 
s of Pg 
: Plant 
:Yeilbw:yellow; : 
: Black: BrowntBlack; Brown 
Jto-
••tal 
185- 1-33 
183- 1-35 
183- 1-38 
183- 1-47 
183- 1-59 
183- 1-63 
183- 2- 9 
183- 2-13 
183- 2-19 
183- 2-21 
183- 2-24 
183- 2-65 
76 
35 
55 
63 
80 
66 
55 
54 
56 
31 
27 
29 
SQb-total 795 795 
Table lOB. Assumed Genotypes together with 
breeding behavior of Fg plants which segre­
gated in a mono-hybrid ratio in the Fg genera­
tion. Gross HO. 183 Ito San (II rirn RoRo) 
X Black Eyebrow (ll^ik RgRg). 
Number 
Fg Plant 
Phenotypes observed in the P« generation 
Mottled t^iyefarow JPattern; tPevia-; 
"reilowtxeilow: ; : : tion : 
Black: BrownjBlack: Brown ;Totali 3:1 :P#E. 
i Devia-
: tion 
iTTW:. 
183- 1- 1 69 25 94 
183- 1— 6 42 10 52 
183- 1- 8 73 21 94 
183- 1-SO 61 26 87 
183- 1-22 II RX3?X %^2 96 32 128 
183- 1-29 42 13 55 
183- 1-41 41 13 54 
183- 1-52 45 13 58 
183- 1-53 32 13 45 
183- 2-15 45 12 57 
183- 2-26 45 15 60 
183- 2-39 76 30 106 
183- 2-41 48 10 58 
183- 2-47 111 41 152 
183- 2-51 117 37 154 
183- 2-63 69 21 90 
183- 2^67 74 24 98 
183- 2-73 61 15 76 
Sub-total 1147 S71 1510 B.50 11*38 0.76 
CO 
Ol 
Table lOB continued 
• 
• 
: Phenotype s observed in the generation 
: Genotype : Mottled ; Eyebrow Pattern: : Devia-t :ll>evia 
Number of F o  sYeiiow:yeiiows X • • • • tlon : : tlon 
Plant : Plant : Black: BrownxBlack: Brown ;Total: 3:1 jP,E« 
183— 1-11 59 20 79 
183- 1-15 59 30 89 
183- 1-17 103 38 141 
183- 1-19 80 37 117 
183- 1-27 77 20 97 
183- lr30 37 16 53 
183- 1-38 
III' HgRg 
77 37 114 
183- 1^51 78 23 101 
183- 1-54 81 26 107 
183- 1-61 106 31 137 
183- 1-66 72 31 103 
183- 1-69 48 10 58 
183- 2- 4 89 28 117 
183- 2- 5 46 IS 58 
183- 2- 8 105 30 135 
183- 2-45 22 10 32 
183- 2-48 44 18 62 
183- 2-50 72 27 99 
183- 2-69 83 21 104 
183- 2-74 29 14 43 
Sub-total 1367 479 1846 17,50 IS. 55 1,39 
183- 1^ 5 
183- 1-44 
183-. 1-49 
113 
74 
119 
33 146 
28 102 
35 154 
Table lOB continued 
Phenotypea obaerved in the generation 
: Genotype : Mottled :Eyebrow Pattern : :Devia-: :Devi8^ 
Number : of Fg : Yellow; Yellow • • • • : : tion : i  tion 
Po Plant : Plant : Black: Brown :Blackx Brown iTotals 3:1 :P.E, :P, E, 
183- 1-55 74 16 90 
183- 1-60 82 22 104 
183- 1-64 97 33 130 
183- 1-72 II riri R2R2 99 35 134 
183- 2- 2 119 35 154 
183- 2- 6 53 17 70 
183- 2-16 22 9 31 
183- 2-18 76 32 108 
183- 2-20 99 45 144 
183- 2-32 55 14 69 1 
183- 2-37 92 28 120 GO 
183- 2-52 67 13 80 
183- 2-55 25 4 29 1 
183- 2-59 111 37 148 
183- 2-60 , 111 29 140 
S«b-totai 1458 466 lyijS 2i5.25 12.911.80 
1^- 1-21 64 18 82 
183- 1-23 91 38 129 
183- 1-25 26 9 35 
183- 1-50 
Riri R2R2 
50 17 67 
183- 1-58 81 18 99 
183- 2-22 95 32 127 
183- 2-33 75 26 101 
183- 2-46 19 7 26 
183- 2-61 64 23 87 
Table lOB continued 
Genotype 
• 
: Phenotypes observed in the Pa generation 
of Pg : Mottled :Eyebrov; ^ Pattern: s Devla-; . : I)evla-
Humber Plant sYellowsYeilows s • • I tion s ; tion 
Fp Plant : Blacks Brown:Blacks Brown t Totals 3sl sP,E. :!P. !E. 
183- 2-62 99 44 143 
183- 2-64 36 13 49 
183- 2-76 104 22 126 
183- 2-77 45 10 55 
SUCrtotax 27T J.1S6 4.50 Y,AO 0.46 
I 
Table IOC* Assuined Genotypes together with 
breeding behavior of Pg plants which segre­
gated In a dy#hybrid ratio in the P3 genera­
tion# Cross Ko« 183 Ito San (II rnrn RpRn) 
X Black Eyebrow (I^lk RgRg). 
number 
Po Plant 
Genotype 
of Po 
Plant 
• 
: Phenotypea observed in the Pa generation 
; kottled llyebrow Pattemi s II 
tYellowjXellowj t t : 
X2 
183- 1- 4 48 16 19 6 89 
183- 1* 7 33 11 11 4 59 
183- 1- 9 13 7 4 2 26 
183- 1-13 57 15 16 8 96 
183- 1-14 87 29 20 12 148 
183- 1-16 57 26 18 6 107 
183- 1^24 43 10 14 4 71 
183- 1-26 11 Riri RoRo 51 20 16 7 94 
183— 1-34 25 11 9 7 52 
183- 1—36 22 9 19 4 54 
183- 1-37 47 10 10 6 73 
183- 1-39 25 6 12 3 46 
183- 1-42 Q7 20 20 6 113 
183- 1-43 79 17 15 7 118 
183— 1-48 38 28 18 4 88 
183- 1-56 70 16 22 9 117 
183- 1-57 36 12 12 3 63 
183- 1-62 77 15 24 12 128 
183- 1-65 97 17 28 9 151 
183- 1-67 34 7 8 2 51 
183- 1-70 62 22 15 11 110 
183- 2- 1 19 7 7 0 33 
183- 2- 3 99 40 40 15 194 
183- 2- 7 58 17 16 3 94 
183- 2-11 41 19 12 4 76 
Table lOC continued 
: Genotype : Mottled : Byelbrow Patterns • • t 
number : of Pp :'ielloW }Yell<»r'» i t : O " 
Plant J Plant { Blackt Brown J Black t Brown rTotalj 
183*» 8"»14 43 13 15 5 76 
183- 2-31 33 22 12 1 68 
183- 2-34 35 13 10 3 61 
183^ g*35 43 9 13 3 68 
183'- S-38 94 22 14 9 139 
183^ S-40 111 24 24 10 169 
183- 2-53 34 8 9 1 52 
183-^ 2-54 91 22 30 9 152 
183- 2-56 58 19 17 10 104 
183- 2-57 94 32 20 12 158 
183- 2-58 49 11 21 7 88 
183- 2-66 45 15 13 6 79 
183- 2-68 55 16 15 11 97 
183- 2-71 71 23 23 8 128 
sub-total 2144 6S6 641 §49 3690 s.sie 0.026 
Expected 2075,67 691.89691.89 230.63 
. Srand_Total 
<o 
o 
91 
Table llA* Assiuned Genotypes together 
with breeding behavior of P« plants 
which did not segregate in zhe 
generation. Cross No* 50, Soysota 
(ii rj^rj^ ^2^2) X Ogemaw (il r^^or^o RgRg) 
Phenotypes observed in the 
Pg generation 
Light Number 
Pg plant 
Genotype 
o f Pg 
plant brown 
Reddish 
brown Total 
50-1- 4 
- 5 
- 6 
- 8 
-11 
-12 
-15 
-16 
-21 
-30 
-37 
-47 
—58 
-61 
-88 
ii r^r^ 
Sub-total 
r-gr-
-20 
-22 
-24 
-32 
-39 
-40 
-44 
-48 
-49 
-50 
-54 
—55 
Sub-total 
14 
40 
40 
53 
49 
31 
21 
38 
44 
36 
14 
34 
52 
45 
23 
51 
50 
8 
52 
47 
42 
36 
40 
12 
39 
29 
29 
- m r  
534 
11 rj^or^o RgRg 
-m" 
- 92 •" 
Table IIB, Asstuned Gsnotypes together 
with breeding behavior of F2 plants 
which segregated in the Fg generation 
in monohybrid ratio j. Gross 50, Soysota 
(ii ^ Ogemaw (ii ^2^2^ 
Phenotypes observed in the 
P3 generation 
Li^t: Red- ; n5a=l n3eH"a. 
brown: dish : :via-: ;tion 
:brown jTotal;tion:P,E«:P.E» 
Humber 
Pg plant 
Genotype 
of P 
plant 
50-1- 1 35 13 48 1.00 2.02 0.50 
- 2 42 12 54 1.50 2.15 0.70 
- 3 33 13 46 1.50 1.98 0.76 
- 7 9 2 11 0.75 0.97 0.77 
-13 30 17 47 5.25 2.00 2.63 
-14 28 9 37 0.25 1.78 0.14 
-18 33 13 46 1.50 1.98 0.76 
-23 16 9 25 2.75 1.46 1.88 
-26 38 5 43 5.75 1.92 2.99 
-27 21 15 36 6.00 1.75 3.43 
-28 27 8 35 0.75 1.73 0.43 
-29 23 4 27 2.75 1.52 1.81 
-31 30 9 39 0,75 1.82 0.41 
-33 20 8 28 1.00 1.55 0.64 
—34 38 7 45 4.25 1*96 2.17 
-35 ii 29 
29 
7 
12 
36 
41 
2.00 1.75 
1.75 1.87 
1.14 
0.94 
-38 21 8 29 0.75 1.57 0.48 
-41 27 4 31 3.75 1.63 2.30 
-42 37 12 49 ©•25 2.04 0.12 
-45 34 5 39 4.75 1.82 2.61 
-46 22 6 28 1.00 1.55 0.65 
-51 27 5 32 3.00 1,65 1.82 
-52 13 2 15 1.75 1^3 1.55 
-53 39 12 51 1.75 2.09 0.84 
-56 29 9 38 0.50 1.80 0.28 
-57 32 6 38 3.50 1.80 1.94 
-59 11 2 13 1.25 1.05 1.19 
-60 30 15 45 4.75 1.96 2.42 
-86 28 12 40 2.00 1.85 1.08 
- 87 23 12 35 3.25 1.73 2^17 
Sub-total 664 11^7 5.75 9.66 0.8^ 
- 93 
Table 12A, Assumed Genotype to­
gether 7/lth breeding behavior of 
P2 plants which did not segregate 
in the P3 generation. Cross Ho, 
64 Ogemaw (ii r^^riO ^2%^ ^  
(ii RgR2) « 
thenotype observed in the 
F;^ generation 
Htunber 
F«3 Plant 
Grenotype 
of F2 
Plant 
LightsReddish 
Brown: Brown Total 
64- 1-8 25 
-10 49 
-13 8 
-17 6 
64- 2-18 25 
-20 37 
-21 53 
-28 43 
-34 42 
-39 43 
-45 ii r-tPn RoHo 18 
-53 X X c a 
-59 5 
-61 45 
-62 39 
-64 45 
-66 40 
-73 47 
-77 43 
-81 33 
-83 6 
-88 30 
-90 33 
Sub-total 7SI 7^ 
64- 1- 5 38 
-11 33 
-15 48 
-16 48 
64- 2-17 34 
-29 il r^Ori® BgRg 47 
-33 38 
-40 48 
-42 35 
-44 28 
94 
Table 12A continued 
number : 
Fo Plant : 
Genotype 
of Pg 
Plant 
: Phenotype observed in the 
: Pa .generation 
« • • 
:Light:Reddish; 
:Brown: Brown : Total 
H6~4- 2-48 47 
-50 44 
-51 29 
-56 41 
-65 53 
-68 42 
-82 44 
-89 51 
-91 2 
-94 50 
-95 43 
gub--bbtal 5¥3 
Table 12B. Assumed Genotypes together with 
"breeding behavior of Pg plants which aegre-
gated in the P3 generation in a mono-hybrid 
ratio. Gross No. 64 Ogemaw, (ii ^2^2) 
X Soysota (ii r^ri R2^2)* 
Number 
Fp Plant 
Genotype 
of Po 
Plant 
Phenotypes observed in the generation 
Li^t tReddish: : : 
Brown: Brov/n : Total :Deviation: P.E» 
Deviation 
"mrr— 
64- 1- 1 
- 2 
- S 
- 4 
- 6 
- 7 
-12 
-14 
-18 
64- 2-12 
-13 
-14 
-15 
-16 
—19 
-22 
-23 
-24 
64- 2-2S 
-27 
-30 
-31 
-32 
11 ririO RqRQ 
21 
39 
40 
28 
39 
24 
42 
23 
30 
11 
32 
33 
19 
31 
34 
36 
23 
34 
23 
17 
31 
33 
10 
11 
13 
7 
6 
8 
9 
16 
3 
15 
2 
8 
7 
6 
9 
10 
12 
8 
8 
10 
7 
13 
10 
5 
32 
52 
47 
34 
47 
33 
58 
26 
45 
13 
40 
40 
26 
40 
44 
48 
31 
42 
33 
24 
44 
43 
15 
3.00 
0.00 
4.75 
2.50 
3.75 
0.75 
1.50 
3.50 
3.75 
1.25 
2.00 
3.00 
0.26 
1.00 
1.00 
0.00 
0.25 
2.50 
1.75 
1.00 
2.00 
0.75 
1.25 
1.65 
2.11 
2.00 
1,70 
2.00 
1.68 
2.22 
1.49 
1.96 
1.05 
1.85 
1.85 
1.46 
1.85 
1.94 
2.02 
1.63 
1.89 
1.68 
1.43 
1.94 
1.92 
1.13 
1,82 
0.00 
2.38 
1.47 
1.88 
0.45 
0.68 
2.35 
1.91 
1.19 
1.08 
1.62 
0.17 
0.54 
0.52 
0.00 
0.15 
1.32 
1.04 
0.70 
1.03 
0.39 
1.11 
Table 12B continued 
Number 
Pc> Plant 
Genotype 
of Fo 
Plant 
Phenotypes observed In the generation 
• • • 
• • • 
Ll^t :Reddishj : 
'Brown: Brown : Total jDeyiation 
t 
:Deviation 
P.E. :P, E. .. 
-35 39 11 50 1.50 2.07 0.72 
-36 37 11 48 1.00 2.02 0.50 
-37 34 15 49 2.75 2.04 1.35 
-38 44 7 51 5.75 2.09 2.75 
-46 19 6 25 0.25 1.46 1.71 
-47 32 10 42 0.50 1.89 0,26 
-49 29 11 40 1.00 1.85 0.54 
-52 26 9 35 0.25 1.73 0.14 
-54 41 14 55 0.25 2.17 0.12 
-55 38 10 48 2.00 2.02 0.99 
-57 32 20 52 7.00 2.11 3.32 
-58 21 3 24 3.00 1.43 2.10 
-60 22 14 36 5.00 1.75 2.86 
-63 32 16 48 4.00 2.02 1.98 
-67 39 9 48 3.00 2.01? 1.49 
-69 21 8 29 1.25 1.57 0.80 
-70 24 4 28 3.00 1.55 1.94 
-71 46 5 51 7.75 2.09 3.71 
-72 23 16 39 6.25 1.82 3.43 
-74 37 11 48 1.00 2.02 0.50 
-75 37 9 46 2.50 1.98 1.26 
-76 5 6 11 3.25 0.97 3.35 
-78 31 10 41 0.25 1.87 0.13 
-79 28 4 32 4.00 1.65 2.42 
-80 33 14 47 2.25 2.00 1.13 
-84 31 7 38 2.50 1.80 1.39 
Table 12B continued 
• 
• 
• 
i 
• 
• Phenotypes obaerved In the Pa generation 
« 
Number : 
Fo.Plant : 
Genotype 
of Po 
Plant 
• • •-
• • • 
: Llgjit: Reddish: 
:Bro\m: Brown t Total 
^ • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
:Deviation: 
• 
• 
P.E, : 
Deviation 
-86 
-87 
-92 
-93 
38 
34 
25 
24 
9 47 
9 43 
8 33 
8 32 
2,75 
1.75 
0i25 
0.00 
2.00 
1.92 
1.68 
1.65 
1.38 
0.91 
0.15 
0.00 
sub-totax 1575 437 S07iS 21 13.29 1. ^8-- . . 
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Table 13A. Assumed Genotypes together 
with breeding behavior of Fg plants 
which did not segregate in the P3 
generation. Cross Number 65 Ogemaw 
(ii r^^rj^® ^ Soysota (ii r^^r^^ ^2^2^ 
Phenotypes observed in 
the generation 
Number 
Fc> Plant 
Genotype 
of Pg 
Plant 
Light;Reddish 
Brown; Brown Total 
65- 1- 5 
- 8 
- 9 
-17 
—22 
-25 
—28 
-31 
-34 
-41 
-46 
-50 
-51 
-54 
-60 
-62 
-71 
-72 
65- 2- 2 
- 4 
- 6 
- 7 
-11 
-14 
—16 
-19 
-23 
-24 
*32 
-37 
-40 
-45 
—48 
-50 
65- 2-51 
-56 
-58 
ii RgRg 
46 
45 
30 
38 
42 
47 
48 
37 
44 
31 
46 
44 
20 
34 
26 
23 
22 
24 
47 
28 
23 
52 
17 
22 
48 
13 
25 
3 
21 
46 
33 
35 
44 
25 
44 
39 
34 
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Table 13A continued 
Fbenotypes observed in 
the Fs generation 
Number 
FQ Plant 
Genotype 
of P2 
Plant 
Light;Reddish 
Brown; Brorni Total 
-68 
-72 
-73 
-74 
-75 
-76 
SuD.-totai 
34 
48 
30 
49 
23 
46 
"WB" "I37B" 
65- 1-10 42 
-12 45 
-15 32 
-16 19 
-21 40 
-26 49 
-33 40 
-44 40 
-49 24 
-55 20 
-56 41 
—58 22 
-59 ii r;|L°^l° ^2^2 ^8 
-61 36 
-63 43 
-63 46 
-77 29 
-78 12 
65- 2-21 39 
-22 39 
-28 20 
-38 40 
-42 36 
-65 3 
-67 31 
-70 34 
.Subrtotai m a  m r  
Table ISB. Assumed Genotypes together with 
breeding behavior of F2 plants which segre­
gated in a mono-hybrid ratio in the P5 gen­
eration. Gross 65 Ogemaw (ii ri^r^o KgRg) 
X Soys Ota (ii r^^r^ ^2^2^ • 
Number 
Pg Plant 
i Genotype 
J of P2 
. Plant 
« « 
« 
• Phenotypes observed in the P.^ generation 
« • # 
• * • 
: Light: Reddish: 
:Brown: Brovm s Total 
• • • • 
• • 
• 4 
1Deviation: 
# 
• 
• 
P. E. I 
Deviation 
P. a,. 
65- i'- 1 31 9 40 1.00 1.85 0.54 
- 2 38 8 46 3.50 1.98 1.77 
- 3 38 9 47 2.75 2.00 1.38 
- 4 31 17 48 5,00 2.02 2.48 
- 6 31 14 45 2.75 1.96 1.40 
- 7 43 11 54 2.50 2.15 1.16 
-11 35 6 41 4.25 1.87 2.27 
-13 29 10 39 0.25 1.82 0.14 
-14 31 14 45 2.75 1.96 1.40 
-18 5 8 13 4.75 1.05 4.52 
-19 30 9 39 0.75 1.82 0.41 
-20 38 11 49 1.25 2.04 0.61 
-24 29 10 39 0.25 1.82 1.37 
—29 33 9 42 1.50 1.89 0.79 
-30 33 12 45 0.75 1.96 0.38 
-35 20 8 28 1.00 1.55 0.65 
-36 ii rir^o RgRg 22 8 30 0.50 1.60 0.31 
-37 28 6 34 2.50 1.70 1.47 
-38 33 7 40 3.00 1.85 1.62 
-39 31 10 41 0.25 1.87 0.13 
-40 25 4 29 3.25 1.57 2.07 
Tabid 13B•continued 
Phenotypes observed in the Ps generation 
: Genotype • • • • • • « • • • • • 
Number : of Pp : Light sReddish: 
Total 
• • 
• • 
:Deviation; 
• 
• Deviation 
Fpi Plant : Plant :Brovm i Brown : P. E. : P. E.. 
-42 23 11 34 2.50 1.70 1.47 
-43 31 10 41 0.25 1.87 0.13 
-45 34 11 45 0.25 1.96 0.13 
-47 28 10 38 0.50 1.80 0.28 
—48 33 4 37 5.25 1.78 2.95 
-52 9 4 13 0.75 1.05 0.71 
-53 7 3 10 0.50 0.92 0.54 
-57 35 9 44 2.00 1.94 1.03 
-64 26 11 37 1.75 1.78 0.98 
-65 37 5 42 5.50 1.89 2.91 
-67 23 15 38 5.50 1.80 3.06 
—68 27 21 48 9.00 2.02 4.46 
65- 1-70 22 6 28 1.00 1.55 0.65 
-73 31 14 45 2.75 l.c3e 1.40 
-*74 35 11 46 0.50 1.98 0.25 
-75 30 10 40 0.00 1.85 0.00 
-76 26 14 40 0.00 1.85 0.00 
-79 14 6 20 1.00 1.31 0.76 
-80 28 5 33 3.25 1.68 1.93 
65- 2-1 23 10 33 1.75 1.68 1.04 
- 3 34 9 43 1.75 1.92 0.91 
- 5 36 12 48 0.00 2.02 0.00 
- 9 37 12 49 0.25 2.04 0.12 
-10 31 8 39 1.75 1.82 0.96 
-12 32 13 45 1.75 1.96 0.89 
-15 24 8 32 0.00 1.65 0.00 
-17 11 riri© RgRg 32 7 39 1.75 1.82 0.96 
Table 13B continued 
Phenotypes observed In the generation 
• 
• 
Number : 
Po Plant ; 
Genotype 
of Pg 
Plant 
: : : 
:Light:Reddish j 
:Browns Brown s 
• « 
« • 
• • 
• • 
Total jDeviation: P. E. 
• 
• 
: 
a 
• 
Deviation 
P. £1.. 
-18 34 8 42 2.50 1.89 1.32 
-20 34 11 45 0.25 1,96 0.13 
-25 29 10 39 0,25 1.82 0.14 
-26 42 9 51 2.75 2.09 1.32 
-27 28 8 36 1.00 1.75 0.57 
-29 23 7 30 0.50 1,60 0.31 
-33 • 28 12 40 2.00 1.85 1.08 
-34 37 11 48 1,00 2.02 0.50 
-35 29 17 46 5.50 1.98 2.78 
-36 34 24 58 9.50 2.22 4.28 
-39 11 3 14 0.50 1.09 0.46 
-41 28 15 43 4.25 1.92 2.21 
-43 25 4 29 3,25 1.57 2.07 
-44 41 11 52 2.00 2.11 1,06 
-46 15 4 19 0,75 1.27 0.59 
-47 26 9 35 0.25 1.73 0,14 
-49 36 11 47 0.75 2.00 0.38 
-52 31 11 42 0.50 1.89 0.26 
-53 35 8 43 2.75 1.92 1,43 
-54 35 3 38 6.50 1.80 3.61 
65- 2-55 30 15 45 3.75 1.96 1.91 
-61 12 3 15 0.75 1.13 0.66 
-62 12 3 15 0.75 1.13 0.66 
-63 31 11 42 0.50 1.89 0.26 
-64 34 5 39 4.75 1.82 2,61 
-66 34 7 41 3.25 1.87 1.74 
-69 13 5 18 0.50 1.24 0.40 
Table 13B continued 
: 
Phenotypes observed in the generation 
« 
• 
Number : 
Fo Plant ! 
Genotype 
of Pg 
Plant 
: : : 
: Ll^t tfieddlsh: 
;Brovm; Brown t Total 
t : 
• • • « 
JDeviation: 
• 
• 
• 
P. E. : 
Deviation 
P, E. -
-71 30 6 36 3,00 1.75 1.71 
-77 33 16 49 5,75 2.04 2.82 
-78 47 8 55 5,75 2.17 2.65 
Sub-.tptal iSSBS 734 6995 14.25 15. ye o.aa 
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Table 14A. Assumed Genotypes together 
with breeding behavior of Pg plants 
which did not segregate in the P3 
feneration. Gross 206 Manchu II RiRi RpRp) X Wisconsin Black 
(ii RiRi R2R2). 
rPhenotypes in the P?, generation 
Genotype ;itIottied: : 
Number : of Pg :Yellow iSelf-colored; 
F2 Plant: Plant ; Black : Black ? Total 
711- 5 2 
713- 6 15 
714- 7 15 
717-10 II RiRi RoRo 9 
719-12 1 
720-lS 4 
727-19 22 
731-23 22 
734-26 15 
737-29 20 
741-34 15 
756-50 34 
Sub--botal 17¥" TTT 
710- 2 
712- 5 
718-11 
724-16 
728-20 
729-21 
730-22 
736-28 
739-32 
753-48 
755-43 
Sub-total 
ii Rl^l ^ ^2^2 
16 
11 
28 
19 
32 
27 
25 
31 
28 
19 
32 
^S5~ W 
Table 14B. Assumed Genotypes together with 
breeding behavior of P2 plants which segre­
gate in a mono-hybrid ratio in the P3 gen­
eration, Cross No, 206 Manchu {II RiRi RoRp) 
X Wisconsin Black (ii R2^2)-
• 
• 
• 
a 
• 
• phenotypes in the Pj5 generation 
• 
# Genotype :)H(bttletl: • • • • • • 
Number : of Fp tYellow s Self-colored : • • :Deviation 
Fp Plant: Plant : Black : Black :Total Deviation: P. E. : P. 
709- 1 20 6 26 1.50 1.49 1.01 
715- 8 10 4 14 0.50 1.09 0.46 
716- 9 8 5 13 1.75 1.05 1.66 
722-15 21 5 26 1.50 1.46 1.03 
725-17 10 3 13 0.25 1.05 0.24 
726-18 17 2 19 2.75 1.27 2.17 
732-24 7 4 11 1.25 0.97 1.29 
733-25 22 4 26 2.50 1.49 1.68 
735-27 28 4 32 4.00 1.65 2.42 
738-31 - 9 6 15 2.25 1.13 1.99 
740-33 Ii RiRi RgRg 25 3 28 4.00 1.55 2.58 
742-35 2 1 3 0.25 0.51 0.49 
743-36 15 3 18 1.50 1.24 1.21 
744-37 12 9 21 3.75 1.34 2.80 
745-38 18 4 22 0.50 1.37 0.36 
746-39 10 9 19 4.25 1.27 3.35 
747-41 2 1 3 0.25 0.51 0.49 
748-42 18 3 21 2.25 1.34 1.68 
749-43 33 10 43 0.75 1.92 0.40 
750-44 14 8 22 2.50 1.37 1.82 
751-45 24 S 27 3.75 1.52 2.47 
752-46 12 4 16 0.00 1.17 0.00 
Sub-total 357 101 458 8.50 6.11 1.S9 
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Table 15A. Assumed Genotypes together with 
breeding behavior of Fg plants which did 
not segregate in the Pg generation. Cross 
No. 407 Manchu (II RTRI RORO) X Wilson 
(ii RlRl RgRg). 
Humber 
Fg Plant 
Genotype 
of Fg 
Plant 
: Phenotypes of the F-z plants 
iMottled:Self-coloredi 
: Yellow 
: Black Black Total 
407-15 
-20 
-21 
-23 
-29 
-39 
-41 
-45 
-48 
-50 
-51 
-54 
-58 
-59 
-65 
-69 
-70 
-72 
-73 
-79 
-81 
-87 
-88 
-90 
-93 
-97 
Sub-total 
II R^ Rj^  ^ 2^^ 2 
22 
21 
34 
19 
29 
17 
37 
17 
41 
46 
30 
31 
29 
26 
37 
39 
36 
24 
33 
33 
25 
36 
35 
35 
34 
36 
TO" "^R5S" 
- 3 
- 6 
- 7 
-10 
-11 
-12 
-17 
—19 
ii R^Ri RgRg 
23 
25 
27 
20 
37 
24 
36 
29 
- 10 7 -
Table 15A continued 
V Phenotypes of the plants 
Number 
Po Plant 
Genotype 
of P2 
Plant 
: llo 11 led; Self-colored: 
:irellow : ^ 
: Black : . Total 
-22 34 
-24 13 
-26 20 
-31 37 
-52 19 
-35 38 
-44 34 
-49 33 
-62 36 
-64 17 
-78 10 
-80 27 
-89 5 
-99 28 
-101 38 
-102 35 
Sub-total 645 645 
Table 15B» Assumed Genotype together with 
breeding behavior of plants which segre­
gate according to a mono-hybrid ratio in 
the F« generation. Cross No, 407 Manchu 
(II RiRi RgRg) X Wilson (li RiR^ R2R2)-
• 
• 
: 
J Genotype 
Number : of Pp 
Pp ELant: P lant 
« 
: Phenotypes observed in the Pj^ generation 
:Mottled: 
: Ye How ; 
: Black : 
i I : : 
Self-colored: : : : 
Black :Total:Deviation: P. E. : 
Deviation 
P.-E. . 
407- 1 29 10 39 0.25 1.82 0.14 
2 16 14 30 6.50 1.60 3.06 
4 30 9 39 0.75 1.82 0,41 
5 33 9 42 1.50 1.89 0.79 
8 26 10 36 1.00 1.75 0.57 
9 li R^Ri R2R2 20 12 32 4.00 1.65 2,42 
13 25 7 32 1.00 1.65 0.61 
14 19 10 29 2.75 1.57 1,75 
16 25 7 32 1.00 1.65 0.61 
18 27 14 41 3.75 1.87 2.00 
25 20 10 30 2.50 1.60 1.56 
27 20 10 30 2.50 1.60 1.56 
407-28 24 6 30 1.50 1.60 0.94 
-30 11 9 20 4.00 1.31 3.05 
-33 23 7 30 0.50 1.60 0.31 
-34 21 11 32 3.00 1.65 1.82 
-36 20 3 23 2.75 1.40 1.96 
-38 25 13 38 3.50 1.80 1.94 
-42 17 6 23 0.25 1.40 0.18 
-43 30 6 36 3.00 1:75 1.71 
-46 14 7 21 1.75 1.34 1.31 
-52 22 3 25 3.25 1.46 2.23 
7able 15B oontinued 
S t  
t i Phenotypea ottaerved In the generation 
i Genotype slfi^ot'tled : : : 
Wuiaber t of Pg jXollow {Self-colored : : 9 jDevlation 
Fo Plant t Plant s Black t Black rTo tal iDevlation t P. E. 1 P. E. 
*53 S3 3 36 6*00 1*75 3.43 
-05 13 2 15 1.75 1.13 1,55 
^57 15 4 19 0.76 1*27 0.59 
-60 29 8 37 1.25 1.78 0.70 
-61 11 RgRg 3S 12 44 1.00 1.94 0«52 
-63 23 6 29 1.25 i.57 0.80 
-66 30 8 38 1.50 1.80 0#83 
-67 17 5 22 0#50 1*37 0«36 
-68 22 13 35 4.25 1.73 2.46 
-71 24 10 34 1.50 1.70 0*88 
-74 25 6 31 1.75 1.63 1.07 
-75 28 5 33 3.S5 1.68 1.93 
-76 30 10 40 0»00 1.85 0.00 
-77 31 8 39 1.75 l.$2 0.96 
-82 31 11 42 0,50 1,89 0.26 
-as 30 7 37 2.25 i.78 1.26 
-84 25 7 32 1.00 1.65 0*61 
-85 28 8 36 1.00 1.75 0*57 
•91 18 9 27 2.25 1.52 1,48 
-9S 16 14 30 6.50 1.60 4.06 
-94 24 5 29 2.25 1.57 1.43 
-95 16 6 22 0.50 1.37 0*36 
-96 9 6 15 2.25 1.13 1.99 
-98 25 9 34 0.50 1.70 0.29 
«.ioo 25 2 27 4.75 1.52 3.12 
-103 25 10 36 1.00 1.75 0.57 
Sufei-total IISS " ^g7 ' ' " 1S69 ' 9.7S '' 11. 0 • ^6 
